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Abstract 
Density currents and high sediment concentration are frequently 

observed where the bottom slope or the contraction gradually changes. 

Until now, however, the behaviors of density currents and sediments due 

to the gradual change in topography have not been studied or discussed 

further. In contrast, it is found that in the coastal area where the slope 

changes rapidly, the flow at the density front is partially reversed as an 

overturn by the shoaling process of the internal tidal wave, and this causes 

significant vertical mixing and resuspension. Especially, such overturn 

can be seen as the hydraulic jump of the density current, as a result of the 

Froude number observed in the work of Masunaga et al. (2015). Therefore, 

the main goal of this study is to understand the topographical effects in 

estuary research, and in particular, to understand the process of the 

overturn induced by the hydraulic jump in translation. In this regard, a 

study is carried out on two topography types that are the mild bottom slope 

and the gradual contraction. 

In this study, a numerical experiment is performed on the mixing 

process between salt water and fresh water in the mild bottom slope region 

or in the gradual contraction region. Results obtained from the numerical 

experiment are analyzed by means of the gradient Richardson number, the 

kinetic dissipation rate, etc., to clarify the stratification and sedimentary 

transport processes. Besides, by using the momentum fluxes method and 
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the Froude number method, we tried to understand in more detail the 

effects of the gradual change in topography on the generation of the 

hydraulic jump. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the overturn can occur and 

maintain for a long time at the salt tip where the bottom slope is gentle or 

the width is gradually contracted. Significant vertical mixing occurs at that 

location, and similarity resuspension occurs significantly. When the 

hydraulic jump occurs from the propagating processes of the tidal flows 

in the shear environment under the gradual effects of the topography, the 

overturn and internal bore may be generated. 

Keywords: the overturn, the salt tip, mixing, the hydraulic jump, 

the mild bottom slope, the gradual contraction. 

Student Number: 2016-30764 
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CHAPTER ONE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1  The background of the salt tip, the overturn and the effects of the 

geometry 

1.1.1 Overview of the structure of the salt tip 

Estuaries are the connecting regions between the rivers and the ocean. The 

interactions between the salt-water flows from the ocean and the fresh-water 

flows from the river lead to the flows of the estuaries frequently be in the strong 

stratification regime. The stratified layer ends at the upstream of the estuary in 

the salt tip region (Fig. I-1). From the head of the salt tip (salt head) to the 

upstream, the density of the flow is the homogenous vertically since the fresh 

flow exists whole the water depth (Fig. I-1). In the other side of the salt tip region 

(right region of the salt head), the density is stratified and separated relatively 

into two layers (Fig. I-1). The upper layer (near the free surface) is the fresh layer 

where the density is mostly homogenous vertically.  The lower layer (near the 

bottom) is the salt layer where the density is relatively stratified (Geyer, 1993).  

 

Fig.  I-1 The density structure in the salt tip region 

(a)

<One layer flow>                        <Two-layer flow>

Fresh water

Fresh water

Salt layer

Salt head
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1.1.2 Overview of the flow modes for two-layer flow 

In downstream of the salt head where the two-layer flow exists, there are 

two kinds of the flow mode observed that are uni-directional (Fig. I-2(a)) and 

bidirectional (exchange flow) (Fig. I-2(b)). In which, the flows at the salt tip are 

frequently appear in the uni-directional mode (Sanford et al., 2001; Geyer, 1993). 

However, the bidirectional flow may be observed during the slacks in the 

upstream of the Cheksapeak Bay (Sanford et al., 2001) when the salt tip locates 

at the toe of the bottom slope. Besides, the exchange flow may be observed in 

around the geometric features such as at the downstream of the constrictions 

(Geyer and Ralston, 2015) or on the slope in nearshore coastal ocean (Masunaga 

et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2005).   

 

Fig.  I-2 The side view structure of the two modes of the two-layer mechanism. 

(a) Uni-directional flow; (b) The exchange flow 

1.1.3 The effects of the geometry features 

The effects of the geometry on the flow of the two-layer flow in the 

relationship with the Froude number are given in the following equations (Armi, 

1986; Zhu and Lawrence, 2000): 

2 2
2 2

11 2 1 1 1
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1 1
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         (1.1)              
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x
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u2

Free surface

u2

Free surface
(a) (b)

Bottom

<Uni-directional flow> <Exchange flow>

u1
u1

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2012JC008115
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0278434305000804
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2000)126:12(921)
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  (1.4)                                      

where the W and zb are the width of the channel and the elevation of the bottom, 

respectively. The u1, u2 are the velocity of each layer and D1 and D2 are the 

thickness of each layer, respectively. The 1   and 2  are the density of the 

lighter (upper) layer and denser (lower) layer. The f1, f2, f3 and f4 are the 

coefficient terms of the energy lost which are relative with Froude number, 

velocity and depth. The dE1/dx and dE2/dx are the function of the frictions and 

nonhydrostatic correction (Zhu and Lawrence, 2000). For the specified case such 

as without variation of the width, dW/dx will be zero (Fig. I-3(a)). On the other 

hand, without the effects of the slope, dzb/dz will be zero (Fig. I-3(b)). 

 
Fig.  I-3 Definition sketch for the two-layer flows with the free surface under 

effects of the geometry. (a) Bottom slope effect. (b) The contraction of the width 

effect. 

The composite Froude number (G2) in equation (1.1) - (1.4) can be express as 

zb

D1

Datum
x

z

(a) (b)
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𝜌2
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u2
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Bottom slope x

z D2

𝜌1

𝜌2

u1

u2

Free surface
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y

W
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W = constant
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y

<Plan view>

<Side view> <Side view>

<Plan view>

https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2000)126:12(921)
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2 2 2

1 2 ,G Fr Fr                                        (1.5)                                                                                                     

where 

2
2 1

1

1'

u
Fr

g D
 and 

2
2 2

2

2'

u
Fr

g D
  are the internal Froude number of 

the upper layer (lighter density) and lower layer (heavier density). The 

' /g g    , is the reduced gravitaiotnal acceleration, and    is the averaged 

density. Similar to the traditional Froude number (Fr), the flow state is termed 

critical since the composite Froude number (G2) equals nearly unity or equals 

unity. 

For both the uni-directional flow and exchange flow, the common critical 

point for the existence of the hydraulic jump that is at the crest of the obstacle 

when dzb/dz =0 (Fig. I-4(a)) or the narrowest of the constriction where dW/dx = 

0 (Fig. I-4(b)) (Armi, 1986; Armi and Farmer, 1986; Baines, 1995). However, 

without the critical condition caused by the geometry, the hydraulic jump still 

may have another chance to occur that are when the flow is as a form of the 

exchange flow without the upstream depth of denser layer, such as the density 

currents, the overturns in the internal bore, etc. 

 
Fig.  I-4 An example for the two-layer flow through the geometry. (a) Side 

view of the uni-directional flow over the sill (Staalstrøm et al., 2014); (b) Plan 

view and side view for the two-layer exchange flow through a constriction (Armi 

and Farmer, 1986).  

G2 <1         G2 >1   G2 <1

G2 =1(a)

At the crest 

dzb/dz =0

G2 <1 G2 >1                      G2 <1

At the narrowest: 

dW/dz =0

G2 =1A sill

Constriction(b)

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-13-0200.1
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
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The density current is the density fluid flow propagating over/under 

another fluid flow (Fig. I-5) (Simpson, 1982). In which, the interface between 

two fluid flows normally is considered as the density front which may be broken 

under the certain flow condition, and this process is normally called as the 

breaking of the front (Benjamin, 1968). For the common phase, the edge of the 

density moves at the same speed as the flow, and at that time, Froude number 

normally observed is at about unity (Simpson, 1980; Baines, 1995). However, if 

the Froude number observed at the density front is far bigger than unity, the 

density currents may be considered as a special type of the two-layer hydraulic 

jump (Simpson, 1982; Benjamin, 1968; Baines, 1995). For that type, the heavier 

fluid discharged the mass to the lighter fluid through at the head of the density 

current (Fig. I-5) (Baines, 1995). At the transition as a overturn (Baines, 1995), 

the mixing is intense and the head of the current is a “head wave” or 

“supercritical head” as the breaking of the front (Benjamin, 1968; Xu, 1991). 

The hydraulic jumps as an overturns normally appear in regions where the 

geometrical features such as the bottom slope or the contraction of the width are 

observed. Evenly, the geometry feature and the seaward flow seems to be play 

an important for the development of the hydraulic jump. 

 
Fig.  I-5 An sketch of the density current head as the two-layer hydraulic 

jump (Baines, 1995). 

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-slumping-of-gravity-currents-Huppert-Simpson/82830353c8737333b89d05c8ca5eeff904608f43?p2df
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/jas/article/51/3/434/23226
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
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1.1.4 The existence of the overturn and its effects on the sedimentary transport 

processes 

  On the gentle slope of the river mouth, the overturn appears in the tidal 

bore on the free surface during the shoaling process of the incoming tide. Under 

effects of the river flow, bottom slope and friction, the sharp of the tidal wave is 

progressively distorted until a wall of water is formed as the bore (Bartsch-

Winkle and Lynch, 1988; Savenije, 2005; Chanson, 2011a). Koch and Chanson, 

(2008) and Chanson, (2010a) found that when surge Froude number observed is 

from 1.3 to 1.6, the high energy is dissipated and the hydraulic jump can occur 

as a bore in rollers form (the bore roller) (Koch and Chanson, 2008; Chanson, 

2010a). Peregrine and Svendsen, I. A. (1978) and Lubin and Chanson, (2017) 

suggested that the roller bores are the hydraulic jump in translation.  

  For two-layer flow, the overturns are generated from the shoaling 

process of the internal tide on bottom slope of the continental shelf (Petruncio et 

al. 1998; Wang et al. 2008) or of the coastal regions (Masunaga et al., 2015; 

Walter et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2005). During shoaling time to shallower water 

depth, the previous works (e.g., Klymak et al., 2007; Hosegood et al., 2004; 

Masunaga et al., 2015) observed that the streamwise currents are much 

accumulated at troughs of the internal tide during shoaling time to shallower 

water depth (Fig. I-6). Besides bottom slope, the strong turbulent mixing by the 

overturn is generated when the backflow from previous period encounters the 

front face from the incident intertidal wave (Helfrich, 1992; Wallace and 

Wilkinson, 1988; Masunaga et al., 2017).  Masunaga et al.,(2017) found that 

the shear flow from the bottom friction and the vertical shear between the 

https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=rr5ToO-hJsIC&oi=fnd&pg=PA1&ots=3kPWFs5BWH&sig=T0QMUGE7t7hl2-SQOXabdGx2R9Y&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=rr5ToO-hJsIC&oi=fnd&pg=PA1&ots=3kPWFs5BWH&sig=T0QMUGE7t7hl2-SQOXabdGx2R9Y&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=PLn2XkMp8fAC&oi=fnd&pg=PP15&dq=Salinity+and+Tides+in+Alluvial+Estuaries&ots=p0TvijwcFl&sig=HpBsw5QWtG1qKGI4dDQmrJdJ5wg&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Salinity%20and%20Tides%20in%20Alluvial%20Estuaries&f=false
https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/8035
https://bioone.org/journals/Journal-of-Coastal-Research/volume-2008/issue-244/06-0688.1/Turbulent-Mixing-beneath-an-Undular-Bore-Front/10.2112/06-0688.1.full
https://bioone.org/journals/Journal-of-Coastal-Research/volume-2008/issue-244/06-0688.1/Turbulent-Mixing-beneath-an-Undular-Bore-Front/10.2112/06-0688.1.full
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/%28ASCE%29HY.1943-7900.0000264
https://bioone.org/journals/Journal-of-Coastal-Research/volume-2008/issue-244/06-0688.1/Turbulent-Mixing-beneath-an-Undular-Bore-Front/10.2112/06-0688.1.full
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/%28ASCE%29HY.1943-7900.0000264
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/%28ASCE%29HY.1943-7900.0000264
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/9780872621909.032
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10652-016-9475-y.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0485(1998)028%3C1873:OOTITI%3E2.0.CO;2
https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0485(1998)028%3C1873:OOTITI%3E2.0.CO;2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272771408002801
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2012JC008115
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0278434305000804
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2007JPO3728.1
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2004GL019544
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=3CC717CF08E0B867FFE8B465B6F3C9C5FFB4347C298FA42F7E4B13B8B44CBFD695BFA4313919D3930B5D17B860F07DFA
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022112092002660
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2016GL067812
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
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interface of the two-layer exchange flows are important for the convergence of 

the horizontal flows. Masunaga et al., (2015) recorded that the horizontal 

currents at the overturn of the internal bore reaching 0.1m/s and 3.0 cm/s of the 

corresponding vertical velocity ( |𝑤|  > 2 cm/s). The strong horizontal and 

vertical velocity in the overturn are also the potentials for resuspension of 

sediment (Boegman and Ivey, 2009; Masunaga et al., 2015). 

 

Fig.  I-6 The shoaling process of the internal tide on bottom slope in the Otsuchi 

Bay leading to the development of the internal bore shown (Masunaga et al. 

2015).     

  Above discussions show that the bottom slope and the backflows can 

make the significant frictional resistance and induce for the hydraulic jump as 

the breaking of the internal tide or the density front. Therefore, if an estuary has 

a slope at the upstream of channel, the breaking of the salt tip front may occur 

due to the interaction between the upstream direction density flow and the 

downstream freshwater flow, similarly to the breakings of the density front of 

internal tide meeting a critical slope of the coastal regions. The upstream of the 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271732/1-s2.0-S0278434315X00173/1-s2.0-S027843431530073X/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561613234&Signature=66F3BH%2Fh0DIs1O%2F5WuNCz1nJQKw%3D&hash=7e8f1be16f057879ea6d7f43ceff11dd6ec388f07fab912dffeeed4639859bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S027843431530073X&tid=spdf-47a94036-6960-4b23-8cbb-8da17cfb2f7b&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2007JC004411
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271732/1-s2.0-S0278434315X00173/1-s2.0-S027843431530073X/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561613234&Signature=66F3BH%2Fh0DIs1O%2F5WuNCz1nJQKw%3D&hash=7e8f1be16f057879ea6d7f43ceff11dd6ec388f07fab912dffeeed4639859bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S027843431530073X&tid=spdf-47a94036-6960-4b23-8cbb-8da17cfb2f7b&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=328C93BA9B234C48DED3C72DE24C5F58731DA3B05C58F85EDB0AA7D6C579C967F420EE854EF71A08E3269238483536B3
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=328C93BA9B234C48DED3C72DE24C5F58731DA3B05C58F85EDB0AA7D6C579C967F420EE854EF71A08E3269238483536B3
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Chesapeake bay has a slope near the salt tip region, and although this slope angle 

is much milder than those of the nearshore coastal ocean, the overturns was still 

observed by many researches such as North et al. (2004) or Sanford et al. (2001). 

Kim et al., (2007) showed that the region near the salt tip in the upstream 

of the Chesapeake Bay has the bottom with a local slope of 10 m height over 

around 10 km length (Sanford et al., 2001). Although the angle of mild slope 

observed in Kim et al., (2007) (Fig. I-7(a)) is about ten times smaller than the 

angle of the bottom slope observed in the Otsuchi Bay but the salt front meets 

the significant interaction with the river flow on the slope. The magnitude of the 

river flows in the upstream of  slope in the Chesapeake bay vary between 10 

cm/s and 17 cm/s (North et al. 2004). Moreover, much higher concentration of 

the suspended sediment near salt front of upstream the Chesapeake Bay are 

observed (Fig. I-7(b)).  

 

Fig.  I-7 The comparisons in the bottom slope, salinity and sediment 

concentration between the salt tip region in the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay 

near the slack before from Kim et al., (2007). 

(a)

(b)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
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Much higher concentration observed in the upstream of the Chesapeake 

Bay seems to be relative with the overturn. Sanford et al., (2001) reported that 

the overturn at the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay occur in the slack before 

flood or slack before ebb, and during these periods, the highest concentration of 

the sediment is observed around the front of the salt tip. When the velocity of the 

wind near the water surface is large, the magnitude of the overturn is enhanced, 

the concentration of the sediment at the salt tip is significantly promoted 

(Sanford et al., 2001).  The magnitude of the flow affect to the sedimentary 

process, the observation of the North-Houde (2001) show that the sediment 

concentration observed on the mild slope for the high river flow condition is 

much larger than that in the low river flow condition.  Further,  Geyer (1993) 

showed that the sediments can be transported vertically by overturn to the upper 

layer from the bottom even with the strong stratification near the head of salt tips 

(Fig. I-8).  

 

Fig.  I-8 The sediment flux with the overturn at the salt tip in Geyer (1993) 

D
ep

th
 (

m
)

Length (km)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
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1.2 Literature review 

1.2.1 Mixing and sedimentary processes under the effects of the bottom slope 

Normally, the sediment transport processes at salt tip regions are driven 

by the residual estuarine circulation and the tidal asymmetry. The residual 

estuarine circulation is relative with the unbalance between the seaward flow 

near the surface and the landward flow near the bottom (Burchard and 

Schuttelaars , 2011). Under effect of the tidal asymmetric flux, sediment near the 

surface is transported seaward and the sediment near the bottom is transported 

landward (Burchard and Schuttelaars , 2011).  

The other dynamics process driving the convergence of the sediment at 

the salt tip that is the tidal straining. The tidal straining mechanism is relative 

with the tidal asymmetries in the turbulent mixing (Jay & Musiak, 1994). Further, 

Simpson et al., (1990) suggested that the tidal straining is relative with both the 

periodically oscillating stratification and vertical shear in the streamwise velocity. 

As a result, not only water parcel but also planktons, organic and sediment 

particles move to the landward (Lucas et al., 1998; Scully & Friedrich, 2007; 

Geyer., 1993; Burchard et al., 2018) until converging at the salt tip zone.  

The convergences of the sediment driven by the tidal straining and tidal 

pumping have been studied and discussed well by the many previous researches 

(Allen et al. 1980; Jay & Musiak, 1994; Geyer, 2001; Yu et al., 2014). In which, 

even though the overturn process could be one of the important processes driving 

the vertical migration of the sediment, it did not get much attention nor be well 

so far discussed such as in Sanford et al (2001),  Geyer (1993) and North-Houde 

(2001).  

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/jmr/jmr/1998/00000056/00000002/art00004
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10236-003-0034-y
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-marine-010816-060535
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0037073880900068
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/94JC00971
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352875
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2014JC010228
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
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(1) Sanford et al (2001) emphasized the importance of tidal asymmetry, the 

convergence of gravitation circulation, and the relative position of the 

cohesive sediment pools for convergence of the sediment at the upstream 

of the Chesapeake Bay. They also discussed the role of resuspension for 

the high turbidity maximum regions (ETM regions) but they didn’t explain 

in detail why the resuspension is enhanced in the perspectives of flow 

dynamic but only concentration of convergence of circulation and relative 

locations of sediment pools. Sanford et al. (2001) also reputed that the 

sediments do not resuspend a lot in the exchange mode of ebb flow even 

with the strong overturn at the front due to the suppression by stratification, 

compared to the full flood. However, the view of Sanford et al. (2001) 

seems be inverse the view of the Geyer (1993) about the roles of the 

overturn.  

(2) Geyer (1993) illustrated the overturns from the vectors of the sediment 

flux. According to Geyer (1993), the overturn flows seem to strongly 

induce the vertical migration of the suspended sediments. Even after he 

emphasized the importance of overturn processes, it has not been 

discussed further which factors dynamically determine the overturn 

processes. 

(3) North and Houde (2001) found that the sediment concentration around the 

end of the salt tip is proportional with the fresh water magnitude. However, 

North and Houde (2001) supposed that the increase of the magnitude of 

fresh water leads to enhance the convergence of the sediment through the 

strength of gravitational circulation. Therefore, North and Houde (2001) 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
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and other works ignored the effect of the river flow on the local vertical 

suspension of the sediment as well as ignored another important factor 

affecting to the interaction between the river flow and the salt flow that 

are the bottom slope.   

(4) The effects of the bottom slope and the downslope flow (backward flow) 

on the development of the internal bore with an overturn were already 

studied and discussed well in Masunaga et al., (2015; 2017; 2018) or in 

other researches such as Helfrich, (1992), Wallace and Wilkinson, (1988). 

Evenly, the Froude number at front of the internal bores in the Otsuchi Bay 

is approximately 1.3 (Masunaga et al., 2015). The Froude number is larger 

than 1.0 meaning that the internal bore seems to be a single wave advected 

from the hydraulic jumps. However, they studied the development of the 

overturn for the coastal regions where the bottom slope angles are far 

larger than those in the estuaries. Although the surrounding physical and 

geomorphological conditions of the coastal regions (Walter et al., 2012 

and Masunaga et al., 2015) are very different from that of the estuary 

(Sanford et al. 2001; North and Houde, 2001; Geyer, 1993), but 

phenomenologically the overturning event at the density current head at 

two different locations look very similar.  

1.2.2 The effects of the upstream contraction of the width 

  Besides the bottom slope, the contraction of the width may cause a 

hydraulic jump. By experiment method, Henderson (1966) showed that a 

hydraulic jump as the shock waves can develop on the water surface when the 

https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022112092002660
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271732/1-s2.0-S0278434315X00173/1-s2.0-S027843431530073X/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561613234&Signature=66F3BH%2Fh0DIs1O%2F5WuNCz1nJQKw%3D&hash=7e8f1be16f057879ea6d7f43ceff11dd6ec388f07fab912dffeeed4639859bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S027843431530073X&tid=spdf-47a94036-6960-4b23-8cbb-8da17cfb2f7b&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2012JC008115
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
https://books.google.co.kr/books/about/Open_channel_flow.html?id=4whSAAAAMAAJ&redir_esc=y
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supercritical flows overs the contraction section of the channel. However, this 

experiment has been done for the homogeneous fluid.  

In the estuary where the density is stratified vertically, the baroclinic 

exchange flows, which are supposed to be important for the development of the 

density current, and the hydraulic jump may be found at the downstream of the 

constrictions where the widths are landward contracted (Geyer and Ralston, 2015) 

(Fig. I-9(a)-(c)). The baroclinic exchange flow occurs in the several hours near 

the end of the ebb as the landward flow develops in a thin layer above the bed 

(Fig. I-9(b)). The landward currents remain and even encounter the ebb currents 

in the throat region of the constriction for the several hours during slack for flood 

(Fig. I-11(a)-(b)). Although the baroclinic exchange flows are confirmed to be 

very important to the convergences of the along estuary currents and the 

development of the density fronts in Hudson River estuary (Fig. I-9(a)-(c)), some 

parts in their dynamics have not been clearly understood, especially in the 

influence of the gradual contraction associated with the interaction of the ebb 

flow (Geyer and Ralston, 2015). Theoretically, the gradual reduction of the width 

(dW/dx <0) affects to not only the depth of water but also affects to the magnitude 

of the flow and their effects are in a similar way to the positive bottom slope 

(dzb/dx >0) (Equation (1.1) -(1.4)). Therefore, if the exchange flow may cause a 

hydraulic jump as the breaking of the front on the mild slope, we can expect that 

the exchange flow may cause similar results in the gradual contraction region.  

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
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Fig.  I-9 Plan view and side view of salinity concentration (psu), currents and 

the Composite Froude number G around the constriction at 54 km distance in 

Hudson river. (a) The plan view of the salinity concentration and with the 

currents near the end of the ebb phase. (b) The side view of contours of the flow 

magnitude. (c) The side view of the salinity concentration and Composite Froude 

number G. 
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              Fig.  I-10 The summary of literature review and the reasons for research. 

Effect of the bottom slope Effect of the the contraction

Geometry

The results in many researches showed that the hydraulic jump seem to occur in the mild slope where the 

river flow exist (North and Houde, 2001) or gradual contraction of the width (Geyer and Ralston, 2015) 

and hydraulic jump may affect to stratification of the salt front and sediment transport processes, but the 

effects of the gradual variation of the geometry did not get much attention nor be well so far discussed.

Equation (1.1) – (1.4) 

Hydraulic jump occur at the crest of the 

obstacles

(Armi, 1986 ; Staalstrøm et al., 2014) Hydraulic jump occur at the narrowest of the 

constriction 

(Armi, 1986; Baines, 1995)Hydraulic jump occur at free surface as the 

tidal bore in the roller form 

(Koch and Chanson, 2008; Chanson, 2010a)

Internal bore is generated from the breaking of 

the internal tide during shoaling upslope 

(Petruncio et al. 1998; Masunaga et al., 2015; 

Wang et al. 2008)

The overturn is observed on the mild slope in 

the salt tip region

(Sanford et al 2001)

Hydraulic jump as the shock wave  develop 

when the supercritical flow through the 

contraction

(Henderson, 1966 )

The baroclinic exchange flow initiates for the 

development of the front at the downstream 

of the the constriction

(Geyer and Ralston, 2015)
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1.3 Objective 

The objectives of this research can be listed as follows: 

1. To identify the existence of the overturn in the salt tip on the mild 

slope and its effects on stratification and mixing 

2. To investigate the effects of the gradual width contraction on 

propagation of the density flow of the salt tip to the narrower 

upstream channel  

3. To relate the sediment suspension and flux to the above two 

geometrical features driven mixing processes 

4. To explain the mechanism occurring the overturning at the salt tip 

in terms of internal hydraulic jump 

To answer the above questions, we use the Suntans model to compute the 

estuarine dynamics of the salt tip for both the mild slope and the contraction of 

the width domain. The domains with the slope are as like as the slope observed 

in the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay. The all domains of this research are setup 

in the ideal channels, running in both 2D or 3D model. 
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

The present study reports the findings and methods by seven chapters. The 

assessment tools and the theory of the SUNTANS are shown in chapter II. 

Chapter III contains the experimental set-ups, study case and the grid 

convergence. Chapter IV and chapter V present and discuss the existence of the 

overturn and the mixing as well as and the sedimentary transport processes in the 

mild slope region and the gradual contraction region, respectively. Chapter VI 

focuses on explaining the mechanism for the development of the overturn as the 

term of the hydraulic jump. The thesis ends with summary and recommendations 

in chapter VII. The overview of content thesis is shown in Fig. I-11. 
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        Fig.  I-11 Thesis overview 
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CHAPTER TWO 

II. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 The assessment tools  

To find out the dynamics of overturns and its effects on the mixing and 

transport of salt and particles, main parameters which are used here are: The 

Richardson number (Ri), the kinetic energy dissipation rate (ε), the total 

momentum flux (Mf) and the Froude number (Frf and G2). Relative strength of 

the mixing and stratification in flows is characterized by the Ri and ε quantifies 

the relative strength of turbulence in flows and mixing. To quantify the 

accumulation of momentum during the shoaling process, the momentum flux is 

used. the mechanism of occurrence of hydraulic jump is investigated with using 

the Froude number. Along with such hydraulic parameters, to study the effects 

of front head mixing to the sedimentary process, the sediment fluxes are 

investigated. 

2.1.1 The high kinetic dissipation rate 

Bottom shear stress, tidal straining and lateral circulation are as known as 

main processes to generate mixing of the salt water in the estuaries  (e.g., Jay 

and Musiak, 1994; Uncles et al., 2006; Scully & Friedrich, 2007). To quantify 

elaborately and distinguish the mixing generated by breaking of the front from 

straining and lateral flow, the energy dissipation rate (ε) and the Richardson 

number (Ri) are computed and compared together. Normally, at the internal bore 

front on the continental shelf where the internal tide breaks, the high kinetic 

dissipation rate is observed. For instance, Richards et al., (2013) reported that 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/94JC00971
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/94JC00971
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0272771405003549?token=10B0F882F16905271B879F52AD11374E3BAABF47DC3D7C6B8D16D367A4743E984334F90A694F3B6BFCAE284529DAB619
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2006JC003784
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1029/2012JC008154
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the kinetic dissipation rate is greater than 10-5 W/kg, which was measured near 

the internal bore during shoaling process. Masunaga et al., (2015) also observed 

over 10-6 W/kg of the dissipation rate near the internal bore head and along the 

isopycnal interface, while in other regions where there is far from the internal 

bore, ε was much smaller than 10-7 W/kg. Therefore, the kinetic dissipation rate 

is popularly applied for quantifying the turbulence strength of the breaking of 

the internal tide in the near-shored coastal regions (Klymak et al., 2007; 

Masunaga et al., 2015) or breaking of internal solitary waves (Carter et al. , 2005). 

The reason why the dissipation rate is used for the turbulence strength in field 

measurements rather than turbulence kinetic energy itself is that turbulence 

kinetic energy could include also larger scale fluctuations of wave or vibration 

of ship or equipment. To discuss in a cord with the previous works, the present 

work computes and compares the kinetic dissipation rate (ε) given by Gerrrity 

and Black, (1993) such as 

3

1

q

lB
                                                         (2.1)                                                                                                                                        

where q is the turbulent velocity scale and l is the turbulent length scale. 

The constant value 1B  is at 16.6.  

2.1.2 The gradient Richardson number 

While the high dissipation rate implies the strong turbulent mixing in the 

internal bore, the relative dominance between the mixing and the stratification 

can be quantified by the gradient Richardson number (Ri). The parameter is 

widely used to describe the relative stability of the stratified shear flow (West et 

al., 1986; West and Shiono, 1984; Kim et al., 2018) and defined as: 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=328C93BA9B234C48DED3C72DE24C5F58731DA3B05C58F85EDB0AA7D6C579C967F420EE854EF71A08E3269238483536B3
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2007JPO3728.1
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=0B3C0204199FE17D1369DE002B2B2EDC332D2F601FDF690F23B4FF56E89F35742E6DA01BF48F16EC68E2F5E452BE81D5
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0278434305000804
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/1520-0493%281994%29122%3C1640%3ATNSOTM%3E2.0.CO%3B2
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/1520-0493%281994%29122%3C1640%3ATNSOTM%3E2.0.CO%3B2
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/10.1061/%28ASCE%290733-9429%281989%29115%3A4%28457%29
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/10.1061/%28ASCE%290733-9429%281989%29115%3A4%28457%29
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/0272771485901180?token=2751B30221A6B8DD981ADB3DC34EE554406BD39BE1C3060412CB76141684F3728133BDCE3D603A93B9393524AD0BCB42
https://www.jcronline.org/doi/abs/10.2112/SI85-020.1
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                                (2.2)                                                                                                               

where the g is the gravitational acceleration and u, v are the streamwise and 

lateral velocities, respectively. The 𝜌 is the water density component. Based on 

the previous works such as Miles and Howard, (1964) or Hazel, (1972), flow is 

actively mixing if Ri is less than 1/4 and as Ri is getting larger than this value, 

flow seems to become more stablly stratified. The Ri is zero when the vertical 

density profile of water is homogeneous (from equation (2.2)). Therefore, the 

high dissipation rate and the small gradient Richardson number (𝑅𝑖 ≤ 1/4 ) 

indicate vigorous mixing around the salt front. 

2.1.3 The total sediment flux 

Besides the strong saline mixing, the breaking of the internal tidal bore at 

front resuspends sediments significantly by enhancing the vertical turbulent flux 

flux (Boegman and Ivey, 2009; Masunaga et al., 2017, 2019). To confirm that 

the braking of the front is a main driving force for resuspension of sediments 

among many processes, the sediment flux is decomposed depending on each 

mechanism similar as Scully and Friedrichs (2003) did for the momentum flux. 

According to Scully and Friedrichs (2003), the total momentum flux includes 

two individual components and one is flux by the tidal pumping (pumping) and 

another is non-tidal advection sediment flux (advection). The present work 

decomposes the pumping and advection fluxes to the streamwise and lateral 

portions as follow:  

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/note-on-a-heterogeneous-shear-flow/69FC517ED21C38F37F41EEFF7D7FCECA
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/numerical-studies-of-the-stability-of-inviscid-stratified-shear-flows/7D20359EFEB809CB1F6C869791E2444F
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2007JC004411
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=772BE984F8AF2D548395FDEC401A0CE357C7B8013925D2893C517FAD391625DCB94F984E619C315AC73DAB770FC856D9
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/masunaga-etal-eos-2019.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10236-003-0034-y.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10236-003-0034-y.pdf
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u x y z C x y z u x y z C x y z u x y z C x y z     (2.3)

( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ' ( , , ) ',

FluctuationTidalaveraged

v x y z C x y z v x y z C x y z v x y z C x y z        (2.4)                                

where C(x, y, z) is the concentration of the suspended sediment, u (x, y, z) and 

v(x, y, z) are the streamwise and the lateral one, respectively. Angled brackets 

indicate tidal average quantities and the primes denote the deviations from the 

tidally averaged values.  

Using the equations (2.3) and (2.4), total depth integrated sediment 

fluxes are composed of sediment fluxes by the advection and pumping 

respectively in the longitudinal direction and the lateral direction at the center of 

y-axis (y = 0) as following equations: 

Advection Pumping

( , , ) ( , , ) '( , , ) '( , , ) ,

x x

z z

x
z H z H

SF u x y z C x y z dz u x y z C x y z dz
  

 
      (2.5)                   
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y z y z

y
y W z H y W z H

SF v x y z C x y z dzdy v x y z C x y z dzdy
W W

    

   
    

 

(2.6) 

where z = η is the coordination of water surface and z= -H is the 

coordination of the bottom. The W is the estuarine width. 

According to Geyer (2001), the variations of streamwise advected 

sediment flux (Advectionx) may reflect for the variations of the gravitational 

circulation, and the effects of the tidal pumping may be inferred from the size of 

the streamwise tidal pumping flux (Pumpingx). We investigate the relative 

contributions of lateral processes on the sediment concentration variations at the 

thalweg. The lateral process is also decomposed into the lateral advection potions 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/1520-0485%282000%29030%3C2035%3ATDOAPM%3E2.0.CO%3B2
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(Advectiony) and pumping portions (Pumpingy) for the whole lateral sediment 

fluxes. Total momentum flux is also calculated through a water column at a 

middle point of channel and compared to the total flux of sediment (SF = SFx + 

SFy) to understand the relationship between total sediment flux and a process 

driving fluxes of sediment in particular related with the breaking and mixing 

of/at the density front.  

2.1.4 The total momentum flux 

To find out the reasons for the breaking of the density front at the salt tip 

which affects to the sediment transport process and mixing process, the 

accumulation of energy at the salt tip is investigated because the breaking of the 

internal tidal is initialed from the accumulation of energy in mass and velocity at 

the trough (Van Gastel et al., (2009) or Masunaga et al., (2017). In our work, the 

momentum fluxes are calculated by following Umeyama and Shintani, (2006). 

However, instead of considering the total flux of the horizontal momentum 

across a plane caused by the propagating of the wave as Umeyama and Shintani, 

(2006), we consider the total momentum flux across a plane for fluid at the salt 

tip (Mf) caused by the fresh flow and salt flow (Fig. II-1) that is 

   
1 1 2

1 2 1 2

2 2

1 1 1 2 2 2 ,
h

h h h
Mf p u dz p u dz

 


 



 
                         (2.7)                                                     

where the streamwise velocities in fresh and salt water layers are u1 and u2, 

respectively. 𝑝1 and 𝜌1 are respectively the pressure and density of the upper 

water layer (the fresh water) and 𝑝2 and 𝜌2 are respectively the pressure and 

density of the salt water layer. The thicknesses of the fresh and salt layers are h1 

and h2, respectively. The interface between two layers is determined by vertical 

https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271754/1-s2.0-S0924796309X00084/1-s2.0-S0924796308002996/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561615646&Signature=mHjUgXY%2BX5BBM6d6woJm4B3eZ4Q%3D&hash=e90b99b15fb37386932e059d7b0b4a02e2c2367330b854a8382bc614e10af4ae&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0924796308002996&tid=spdf-6908e02b-8ae0-4ef7-bd83-d7d077a1d049&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-950X(2006)132:6(477)
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-950X(2006)132:6(477)
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-950X(2006)132:6(477)
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displacement of the salt layer, 𝜂2 from 𝑧 = ℎ2. From 𝑧 = ℎ1, fresh layer has a 

vertical displacement of the water surface 𝜂1. 

 

Fig.  II-1 Diagram of the vertical structure for the salt tip zone in the present 

work. 

To examine the variations of the momentum flux in each layer and the 

processes driving those variations, total momentum fluxes of each layer in 

equation (3.7) are decomposed into two components of the fresh water layer 

(𝑀𝑓1) and for salt water layer (𝑀𝑓2) as : 

1 1

1 2 1 2
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1 1 1 1 ,

1p 1u

h h
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Mf p dz u dz
 

 


 
                                   (2.8)                                                                                                          
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                                 (2.9)                                                                                                       

where 𝑀𝑓1𝑝 and 𝑀𝑓2𝑝 are as a pressure components of the momentum 

flux for fresh and salt layers, respectively. 𝑀𝑓1𝑢 is a kinetic momentum flux in 

the fresh layer and 𝑀𝑓2𝑢 is a kinetic momentum flux in the salt layer. If the salt 

tip becomes thicker as the internal bores in Masunaga et al., (2015), the pressure 

component of momentum flux increases. Similarity, fast convergence of the 

velocity leads to increase the kinetic momentum flux at the salt tip. In any case, 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=328C93BA9B234C48DED3C72DE24C5F58731DA3B05C58F85EDB0AA7D6C579C967F420EE854EF71A08E3269238483536B3
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the salt tip front breakes only if the momentum flux increases and so the mass 

and the streamwise velocity increase.  

2.1.5 The Froude numbers 

The Froude number of the front has been used to study the hydraulic jumps 

at the interface of the density in the revious works (e.g., Simpson, 1982; Baines, 

1995; Nash and Moum, 2005). The present work applies a definition of the 

Froude number in Nash and Moum (2005), which is defined as: 

,
f

f

u
Fr

c
                                                (2.10)                                                                                                                                 

where uf is the speed of flows near the front and c is the propagation speed of the 

front. The c equals a distance traveled divided by a given period. Similar to the 

genernal Froude number, when Frf is larger than unity, flows at the densitity front 

become suppercritical (Lean & Whillock, 1965).  

Besides, we use the composite Froude number (G2) to quantify the state 

flow from the salt tip to the downstream (for stratified flow) (Fig. II-1). For two-

layer flow including the salt layer and the fresh layer, the composite Froude 

number (G2) with a free surface can be express as 

2 2 2

1 2 ,G Fr Fr                                              (2.11)                                                                                                                          

where 
2

2 1
1

1'

u
Fr

g D
 and 

2
2 2

2
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u
Fr

g D
  are the internal Froude numbers of the 

salt layer (Layer 1) and fresh layer (Layer 2), repsectively. The 2 1'g g
 




  

is the reduced gravitational  acceleration. The   is the averaged density. The 

D1 and D2 are the thicknesses of the freshwater layer (upper layer) and saltwater 

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature03936
file:///E:/minh_luanvan/luanvantap2/submited_07_06/Lean,%20G.H.%20and%20Whillock,%20A.Z.,%201965.%20The%20behaviour%20of%20a%20warm%20water%20layer%20flowing%20over%20still%20water.%20In%20Proc.%2011th%20Congress%20Int.%20Assoc.%20of%20Hydr.%20Res%20(Vol.%202,%20pp.%201-2)
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layer (lower layer), respectively (Armi, 1986).  Based on the previous works 

(e.g., Armi, (1986); Farmer and Denton, (1985); Armi and Farmer, 1986) the 

flow is in the subcritical state since the G2 is less than 1.0 and for that state, the 

long internal wave at the interface can travel in both two directions. In contrast, 

the internal wave can just travel in one direction since G2 is larger than 1.0 

(suppercritical condition). At the critical state, G2 equals unity. The composite 

Froude number is widely applied to determine whether the state of flow for the 

stratified flow such as at the estuarine mouth (MacDonal and Geyer, 2004; Armi 

and Farmer, 1986), at the middle of density front (Geyer and Ralston, 2014). For 

our work, we use both the composite Froude number (G2) and its internal Froude 

number (Fr1, Fr2) to describe the state of the energy for both whole water depth 

and for each layer (salt layer and fresh layer). 

2.2 Numerical experiment setups  

For the simulations of hydrodynamics and salinity transport, the present 

work employed the SUNTANS (Stanford Unstructured Nonhydrostatic Terrain-

Following Adaptive Navier-Stokes Simulator). The model employs the 

unstructured-grid and the finite-volume framework for the horizontal plane. This 

model provides a nonhydrostatic calculation and allows to parallelize running to 

solve hydrodynamics and salinity transport equations for the estuarine and 

coastal zones (Fringer et al., 2006). The SUNTANS has been used successfully 

for studies related with the mixing processes in the shallow water regions such 

as the salt wedge type estuary (Wang et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011), or the 

estuarine mouth regions (Wang et al., 2008; Chua & Fringer, 2011; Holleman et 

al., 2013), the coastal and the continental shelf zones (Zhang et al., 2011; 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/JC090iC05p09051
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JPO-2692.1
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1463500306000394
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/wang_etal_om_2009.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/wang_etal_jgr_2011.pdf
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1463500308001339?token=E596A56FC7F0C31A98E8127BA31235D51228872D1B6DF74303EEA7A77D7416659ECD1EA12FA24523A5E3B93C994CDFE6
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1463500311001004?token=347E28DD4FB76BA75D1C83BEC4615BCFC62B1B842CEA7169CD366B06168E469DAADC7268E8DD16597F72E485EA6D1AB2
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/holleman-ijnmf-13.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/holleman-ijnmf-13.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/~fringer/publications/zhang_etal_jgr_2011.pdf
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Masunaga et al., (2015); Chua & Fringer,  2011). So, the present work uses this 

model to simulate hydrodynamics and salinity transport in three-dimensional 

nonhydrostatic mode. 

2.2.1 The governing equation 

The SUNTANS computes based on the three dimensional Reynolds-

averaged primitive equations (Fringer et al., 2006): 
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where u(x,y,z,t), v(x,y,z,t), and w(x,y,z,t) are the Cartesian components of the 

averaged velocities in x, y, z directions. u is the averaged velocity in vector form, 

and the averaged density and the constant reference density are 𝜌  and 

𝜌0  respectively. The 𝑓 = 2𝜔 sin𝜙  is the latitude Coriolis terms and 𝑏 =

2𝜔 cos𝜙 is the cosine of the latitude Coriolis terms. The   and   are the 

latitude and the Earth’s angular velocity, respectively. The H is the horizontal 

Laplacian and 𝜈𝐻  and 𝜈𝑉  are the horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities, 

respectively. The pn is the nonhydrostatic pressure component and ps and r are 

the pressures of the free surface and the baroclinic profile, respectively. 

The conservation of mass of the incompressible flow is shown as: 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=328C93BA9B234C48DED3C72DE24C5F58731DA3B05C58F85EDB0AA7D6C579C967F420EE854EF71A08E3269238483536B3
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1463500311001004?token=347E28DD4FB76BA75D1C83BEC4615BCFC62B1B842CEA7169CD366B06168E469DAADC7268E8DD16597F72E485EA6D1AB2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1463500306000394
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Integrating this equation from the bottom to the surface and employing a 

kinematic condition at the free-surface to yield the depth-averaged continuity 

equation as: 

    0,
H H
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udz vdz
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                                  (2.16)                                                                            

where the vertical coordination of the bottom and free surface are defined by 

𝑧 = −𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦)  and 𝑧 = (𝑥, 𝑦) , respectively. The density 𝜌  is determined by 

the state equation which relates to both the salinity and temperate as follow:

 𝜌 = 𝜌(𝑠, 𝑇)                                               (2.17)                                                                                                                                          

where 𝑠 is the salinity and T is the temperature, but here we considered salinity 

into density only for simplification. Since the effect of the temperature is 

neglected, 𝜌 is determined by the state equation which just relates salinity and 

so the transport equation of density is given by bellow equation:  

    .H H H Vk k
t z z

 
 

   
        

   
u                               (2.18)                                                                              

At the bottom boundary, the bottom shear stress 
b   is determined by below 

equation 

0 ,b dC   u u                                                (2.19)                                                                                                                                   

where Cd is the drag coefficient. MY25 method (Melor and Yamada, 1982) is 

used to get the vertical and horizontal eddy diffusivities. We also use this model 

to compute the suspended sediment transport. Module for the suspended 

sediment transport, is developed based on density equations to follow a form of 

the advection and diffusion equation which is introduced in Fringer et al., (2006): 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/RG020i004p00851
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1463500306000394
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      (2.20)                      

where 𝐾𝐻  is the horizontal mass diffusion coefficients (m2/s) of the 

sediment. The 𝐾𝑉   is the vertical mass diffusion coefficients (m2/s) of the 

sediment and Ws is the settling velocity of sediment. Those equations and their 

solutions were explained in very detail by Fringer et al., (2006). 

2.2.2 Horizontal and vertical grid 

SUNTANS use the three-dimensional simulation z-coordinate approach 

for the vertical grid direction. Unstructured two-dimensional grids Delaunay 

triangulation is used. The horizontal velocity U is defined on the cell faces and 

the salinity, temperature, eddy viscosity, diffusivities and other scalars are 

defined at the Voronoi points. On the top and the bottom of the cells the vertical 

velocity w is defined at Voronoi points. Depiction of a three-dimensional 

prismatic grid cell is shown in Fig. II-2. 

 

Fig.  II-2 An example of the grid cell used in SUNTANS (Fringer et al., 2006) 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1463500306000394
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1463500306000394
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CHAPTER THREE 

III. THE EXPERIMENTAL DOMAIN AND THE GRID 

CONVERGENCE 

3.1 The experimental domain 

There are three experiments investigated by the numerical method and 

these experiments use the domains with 70 km length. In the first experiment 

(experiment 1), the width of the domain is constant at 500 m and the bottom 

elevation ( bz ) is constant at -14.5 m (Non-geometry case) (Fig. III-1(a)). The 

domain used in experiment 1 can represent for an estuary without the variation 

of the geometry such as the bottom slope or the contraction. 

The domain in experiment 2 was designed to mimic the Chesapeake Bay 

where the salt tip exists as presented in the previous works (e.g., Sanford et al., 

2001; North et al., 2004; Kim Y. H. 2007). To examine the effects of the bottom 

geomorphology, zb, the bottom elevation at the center was set to vary following 

a tanh equation (Equation (3.1)). The equation is determined by the best fitting 

of the bottom elevations measured by Kim et al., (2007) (Fig. I-7).  

   
-3 +

= -14.5 + 0.5 14.5- 4 1+ ta
51080.

nh
7851

4
b

x
z x

 
 
 

                 (3.1)                                              

Similar to North et al., (2004) and Kim et al., (2007), zb obtained by the 

equation (3.1) remains in the range of between -4.0 m and -14.5 m for x  < 10 

km and x  > 25 km. In the distance of  10.0 km < x ≤ 25.0 km, the bottom 

elevation zb significantly rises to 10 m below the water free surface (Fig. I-7). To 

study the effects of the bottom slope, the first experiment (Experiment 2(a)) 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Computational-domain-and-mesh-information-a-computational-domain-and-b-mesh_fig2_326901926
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Computational-domain-and-mesh-information-a-computational-domain-and-b-mesh_fig2_326901926
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
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applies the 2D numerical model with 6.0 m of width domain (Fig.III-1(b)). To 

include the lateral processes in the simulation, we use the domain with 500 m of 

width and the bottom slope in the second simulation (Experiment 2(b)) (Fig.III-

1(c)). In 3D model, the lateral bathymetries of the bottom varies symmetrically 

at the center and the crosssection of the channel is in a parabolic form as Huijts 

et al. (2006) did. 

Experiment 3 uses domains with the flat and narrow bottom (zb = -14.5 m) 

(Fig. III-1(d)). The channel width in experiment 2 varies significantly between 

W = 155 m and W = 500 m from x = 10.0 km to x = 20.0 km.  In the upstream 

contraction domain, the width is designed based on the following principles: at 

any x-location, the cross-section area of this domain (the upstream contraction 

domain) mostly equals the cross-section area of the bottom slope domain (3D 

model). Therefore, instead of deforming vertically, the geometry feature of the 

domain in the last experiment deforms horizontally. Experiment 3 is applied to 

study for the contraction of the geometry.  

The initial and boundary conditions of the salinity for all simulations are 

inferred from Kim et al., (2007) (Fig. III-2(a)). The upstream boundary at x = 0 

km has zero of the salinity while the downstream boundary has salinity 

concentration ranging from 2.5 psu to 15 psu from the surface to the bottom (Fig. 

III-2(b)). The friction coefficient for the bottom roughness (Cd) is 2.5 ×10-3, 

referenced Spitz (1998) work. All simulations ignore the effects of the 

temperature, wind, and the Coriolis force for simplifications.  

 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2006JC003615
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2006JC003615
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1029/98JC00797
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Fig.  III-1 The sketch of the geomorphological conditions in three experiments. 

(a) The constant width and without the bottom slope; (b) The mild bottom slope 

for 2D model; (c) The mild bottom slope for 3D model; (d) Upstream contraction 

of the width. 
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Bottom slope (3D model)
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The settling velocity is set up at Ws = 0.3 x 10-3 m/s of median settling 

speed which was estimated in the northern Chesapeake Bay by Sanford et al., 

(2001). In order to focus on the resuspension of the bottom sediment around the 

salt tip, we ignore the sediment flux through the upstream and downstream 

boundaries from the out of the domain. The concentration of the suspended 

sediment at the bottom is constant at 0.2 kg/m3 over all time steps of each 

simulation.  

The amount of freshwater runoff and the tidal amplitudes in the 

experiment are based from North et al., (2004). For the four main study cases 

(case 1 to case 4)  in three experiments, the average amplitude of the tide ( 0η ) 

is set at 0.5 m and the constant freshwater runoff at the upstream boundary (u0) 

used is at 0.1 m/s. Besides, in the others study cases, each study we simulate for 

one among two level of the average amplitude tide that are 0.25 m and 1.0 m and 

one among two level of the river currents that are 0.05 m/s and 0.17 m/s. 

 

Fig.  III-2 Salinity concentration measured in Kim et al., (2007) and initial 

salinity concentration in model runs (psu). (a) in Kim et al., (2007); (b) in the 

model runs.  

(b)

s
(p

su
)

s
(p

su
)

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2FBF02803567.pdf
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3.2 The grid convergence investigation 

3.2.1 The grid convergence method 

In order to find out a reliable horizontal grid dimension for the meshes in 

the simulations of the two experiments, we investigate the convergence of the 

grid from three parameters that are the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), the El, 

and the order convergence of the grid (𝜔). The methods applied to compute the 

above three parameters are referenced from Ferziggeer and Peric (2002). 

In which, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSEl)  for the lth mesh is 

computed from the below equation: 

2
1

1

1
, 2, 3, ..., ,

N
l l

l i i

i

RMSE f f l L
N





                     (3.2)                                                       

where N is the number of the observated points of the lth mesh. The i is the 

ith of the N observation points. L is the number of the investigating mesh. The l

if
 

is the value of the scalar given at the ith observation point of the lth mesh. The

1l

if
  is the value of the scalar given at the ith observation point of the (l-1)th mesh. 

The RMSEl shows the error between two levels of mesh such as (l-1)th and lth. The 

numerical result is converged since: 

2 3... .LRMSE RMSE RMSE                                    (3.3)                                                                                      

In the present work, we will show the plot of the number of cells of each 

mesh (Ml) versus RMSEl. If that plot shows a decreasing tendency, this means 

that the numerical results are converged. 

The accuracy of the model with the lth mesh is computed by the below equation: 
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                     (3.4)                                                           

Normally, the accuracy is acceptable since El is smaller than or equal to 

1.0%. Therefore, if a mesh which have the El between two level of the mesh is 

smaller or equal to 1.0%, it can be used for the next simulation. 

3.2.2 The grid information and model set-up  

The present research investigates the convergence of the grid by using 

seven meshes (L = 7). The shape of the domain is similar to the shape of the 

domain in the contraction experiment (Experiment 2(b)) (Fig. III-1(d)). The 

maximum and minimum width are 500 m and 155.0 m, respectively. The length 

of each mesh is about 70 km and the vertical grid size (∆𝑧) varies from 30 cm to 

55 cm. The bottom elevation is constant at -14.5 m. Our investigation focuses on 

the region in the distance of 15.0 km < x ≤  25.0 km where the salt tip is 

observed after one tidal cycle simulation. We investigate at ten locations for each 

region (N = 10). In the distance of 15 km < x < 22 km, the length of the cell varies 

gradually from 100 m to 10 m over seven meshes. In the other regions in the 

domain, the grid spacing doesn’t change. The grid spacing of the coarsest and 

the finest mesh (length of one edge in a triangle) is about 229 m and 10 m, 

respectively. More information of the seven meshes are shown in detail in Table 

1 and the figures of the meshes are shown in Fig. III-3(a)-(d). 
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Table 1 The mesh information 

Grid  

normalized 

(Gl) 

Length of 

edge (m) 

 

Number of 

the 

horizontal 

grid cell 

(Ml) 

Number of 

the 

observation 

points 

(N) 

Total time 

simulation in 

Chundoong 

(hours) 

1 100 4250 10 0.5 

2 80 4968 10 4.0 

3 60 7118 10 14.0 

4 40 10108 10 40 

5 30 13442 10 60.2 

6 20 21022 10 82.5 

7 10 48574 10 120 

 

For each simulation, the average amplitude of the tide (
0η ) is set at 0.25 

m. The time step requires to get an agreement results that is 0.1 s. We use the 

most common tidal type that is the semi-diurnal tide for all simulations. The 

constant freshwater runoff at the upstream boundary is at 0.1 m/s. Table 1 shows 

that the total simulation time in Chungdoong server for five tidal cycles 

simulation increases when the number of the cells in each mesh increases. The 

simulation times for the coarse mesh such as for grid 1 to grid 2 are very short 

(< 5 hours). However, since the number of the cell grid increases, the total time 

for simulation increases significantly. For the finest mesh (G7), the total time 

requiring a tidal cycle simulation is about 120 hours.  
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 Fig.  III-3 The structure of the meshes used for grid convergence investigation. 

(a) The grid structure for G1 (∆𝑥= 100 m); (b) The grid structure for G3 (∆𝑥= 60 

m); (c) The grid structure for G5 (∆𝑥= 30 m); (d) The grid structure for G7 (∆𝑥= 

10 m).  

 

First, the scalar value of the observation points for mesh 1 ( 1

if
 ) is 

computed directly from the model result. More detail, the 1

if
 equals the scalar 

value of the triangle (just for mesh 1) which has the area overlapping this 

observation point (Fig. III-4(a)). For the other meshes (G2, G3,..G7), the 1

if
 is 

computed by the area weighted method shown by the following formula: 
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1 2
1 2

0 0 0

... ,l Z
i Z

a a a
f s s s

a a a
                                         (4.4)                                                                                        

where a0 is the area of a triangle covering the location ith of mesh G1. The 

a1, a2, ...aZ are the areas of triangle for mesh G3 overlapping the triangle of mesh 

G1 (a1+ a2 + …+aZ  = a0). The s1, s2, ...sZ are the scalar values of the triangles 

which have a part or all area overlapping the triangle of G1. For instance, at the 

observation point 5 (ith = 5), four triangles in mesh G3 overlapping the triangle 

in mesh G1 (Z = 4) are observed (Fig. III-4(b)). Therefore, the scalar value 3

5f

for mesh G3 is determined by the below formula: 

3 31 2 4
5 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0

,
aa a a

f s s s s
a a a a

                                       (4.5)

                                                                                        

  

Fig.  III-4 The illustration for the method of calculating the scalar value of l

if

(equation (3.5)). (a) For G1 (∆𝑥= 100 m); (b) For G3 (∆𝑥= 60 m). Red point 

indicates the location of the observation point ith. Red line shows the edge of the 

mesh 1 (G1) and blue line shows the edges of the mesh 3 (G3). 

G1

Area of triangle = a0

s1, a1
s2, a2

s3, a3

s4, a4
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3.2.3 The convergence of the grid  

In order to demonstrate the independence of the grid, the Root Mean 

Squared Error (RMSE) and El are carried out for salinity concentration value, 

respectively. The salinity results at ten observation points around the salt tip are 

observed after the one day (t/T = 2). We observe the accuracy of the grid at four 

location of the water depth. The results show that the error between two grids for 

four layers decreases when the number of cells increases (Fig. III-5(a)-(d)). The 

tendency of the error in the plots (Fig. III-5) seems to decrease to zero when the 

number of the cell in the mesh increase. Therefore, we can conclude that the 

numerical result is converged when the size of the cell decreases. 

 

Fig.  III-5 The number of the cells vs RMSEl for four vertical locations. (a) at 

1.0 m distance from the bottom; (b) at 4.0 m distance from the bed; (c) at 8.0 m 

distance from the bed; (d) at 12.0 m distance from the bed.  
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Further, we investigate the accuracy of the mesh by using the equation 3.3. 

Fig. III-6 shows that the El of the last three meshes (G5, G6, G7) are smaller than 

1.0%. Therefore, among the seven observations (Fig. III-6(a)-(d)), the accuracies 

of resolution for the last three meshes (G5, G6, G7) are acceptable. Moreover, Fig. 

III-7 shows that when the number of the cell increases, the relative errors 

between two meshes decrease, and this is mostly a linear relationship. Therefore, 

we can assume that the mesh is converged. 

 

Fig.  III-6 The number of the cells vs El for four vertical locations. (a) at 1.0 m 

distance from the bottom; (b) at 4.0 m distance from the bed; (c) at 8.0 m distance 

from the bed; (d) at 12.0 m distance from the bed. 
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Fig.  III-7 The number of the cells vs ln (El) for four vertical locations. (a) at 

1.0 m distance from the bottom; (b) at 4.0 m distance from the bed; (c) at 8.0 m 

distance from the bed; (d) at 12.0 m distance from the bed. 

 

3.2.4 Summary 

The above investigation shows that the numerical results are converged if 

the number of cells in the mesh increases.  The accuracy of the model may be 

independent on the horizontal resolution from mesh G3.(∆𝒙 ≥ 60 m).  In the 

present work, we will use the mesh with the grid size in the range between 50 m 

and 6.0 m for the next simulations.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

IV. THE EXISTENCE OF THE OVERTURNS ON THE MILD SLOPE 

AND THEIR EFFECTS 

4.1 Introduction about the existence of the overturn 

The overturns have been observed in the nearshore coastal regions where 

the bottom slope is significant (Petruncio et al. 1998; Masunaga et al., 2015; 

Wang et al. 2008). However, the results from the several works (e.g., Sanford et 

al. 2001, North et al. 2004, and Kim et al. 2007) show that the overturns seems 

to even exist on the mild slope around the salt tip where the tidal flows directly 

interact with the river flows. Evenly, on the mild slope, the overturns seem to 

influence on the mixing and the sedimentary processes. However, the existence 

of the overturn at the salt tip and their effects have not been studied or 

investigated further.   

Therefore, to confirm that the overturns at the salt tip may develop in the 

mild slope region and the bottom slope is an essential condition for the 

development of the overturn, we respectively investigate the processes in the salt 

tip for two kinds of the bottom that are: the flat bottom (experiment 1) and the 

slope bottom (experiment 2). In which, the bottom slope used in experiment 2 is 

setup mimic the slope of the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay. In order to clarify 

the existence of the overturns and their effects, the flows and density structures 

as well as the sediment processes around the salt tip over the tidal cycle in both 

two cases will be respectively analyzed. 

https://doi.org/10.1175/1520-0485(1998)028%3C1873:OOTITI%3E2.0.CO;2
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271732/1-s2.0-S0278434315X00173/1-s2.0-S027843431530073X/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561613234&Signature=66F3BH%2Fh0DIs1O%2F5WuNCz1nJQKw%3D&hash=7e8f1be16f057879ea6d7f43ceff11dd6ec388f07fab912dffeeed4639859bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S027843431530073X&tid=spdf-47a94036-6960-4b23-8cbb-8da17cfb2f7b&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272771408002801
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
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4.2 Model setup and data output 

In this chapter, three study cases in two experiments are respectively 

investigated (Table 2). In the first case (experiment 1), the width of the domain 

is constant at 500 m and the bottom elevation is at -14.5 m for the whole domain 

as the non-geometry case (Fig. III-1(a)). In the second experiment, we investigate 

two study cases (case 2 and case 3) and the bottom elevation in both two cases 

varies significantly in the distance from x = 10 km to 20 km. The change of the 

bottom elevation in experiment 2 is following Equation (3.1).  

In case 2, the domain is designed to a very narrow domain (W = 6.0 m) 

(Fig. III-1(b)) as 2D model simulation to the overturn be observed in high 

resolution. The other case of the bottom slope experiment was designed to a 

narrow domain with 500 m width of the channel (3D model) (Fig. III-1(c)). In 

three study cases, the average amplitude of the tide (
0η ) is set at 0.5 m, and the  

current at the river boundary condition (u0) is set at 0.1 m/s. Besides, the other 

information about model setup for three cases was introduced in section 3.1 and 

table 2.  

Table 2 The study cases for the effects of the bottom slope investigation 

Name 

of 

study 

case 

Width 

of 

domain 

(W) 

The 

grid 

size 

(∆𝑥) 

Boundar

y 

condition 

for 

0η  

Boundar

y 

condition 

for u0 

Characteristics 

Short name 

of the 

experiment 

Case 

1 
500 m 

20 

m 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Without the 

effects of the 

geometry 

Non-

geometry 

Case 

2 
6.0 m 

6.0 

m 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Includes the effect 

of nonhydrostatic 

pressure, medium 

tidal amplitude. 

Bottom 

slope, 2D 

Case 

3 
500 m 

42 

m 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Includes the 

effects of the 

lateral flow. 

Bottom 

slope, 3D 
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The vertical grid sizes used in three study case vary from 9 cm to 30 cm. 

The horizontal grid size in the mesh of the case 1 (Non-geometry case) is 

constant at 20 m. The grid size of the meshes used in case 2 are 6.0 m as 2D 

model. For 3D model (case 3), the grid size used is about at 42 m. The grid size 

for 3D model is referenced from Masunaga et al (2007)’s work whom use 100 

m grid size to investigate the existence of the internal bore on the coastal region. 

Besides, with this size (∆𝑥 = 42 m), the SUNTANS model releases the reliable 

results because it is smaller than the reliable grid size which was chosen by the 

convergence test with several sizes of grid (∆𝑥 < 50 m). Since the thickness of 

the upper layer (D1) predicted from the two experiments near the end of the salt 

tip varies from 10 m to 12 m (section 3.2), the grid size of 6.0 m is suitable in 

order to the nonhydrostatic pressure be effective. The condition for the effects of 

the nonhydrostatic pressure is shown by below formula (Griffies et al., 2000) 

1

1.
x

D



                                             (3.1)                                                                                                                                       

All study cases are simulated for five tidal cycles. After two tidal cycles, 

the salt head seems to stay and move back and forth in the similar region, where 

the bottom elevation changes significantly (10 km ≤ x ≤ 25 km) and so the results 

from periods of 2 to 4.5 are used for the analysis. In outputs from the SUNTANS 

used in this chapter include: salinity concentration, sediment concentration, the 

turbulent velocity scale (q), the turbulent length scale (l). Besides, three 

component of the velocities (u, v, w) are used.  

  

https://journals.ametsoc.org/mwr/article/128/8/2935/104662
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4.3 The structure of the flow and the sedimentary transport processes in the 

upstream of the estuary with the flat bottom and the constant width (non-

geometry) 

4.3.1 The structure of the salt tip in two flow modes 

The thesis starts with investigating the processes in the non-geometric 

estuary (case 1). In 1.5 tidal cycle (2.5 < t/T ≤ 4.0), the salt tip for case 1 seems 

to be exist from x = 14 km to x = 24 km. The locations of the salt tip in that 

distance are found from the results of the tidally averaged sediment concentration 

and the streamwise gradient salinity presented in Fig. IV-1(a)- (b).   

Fig. IV-1(a) shows that the distance from the near river boundary (x = 0) to 

x = 15 km is the freshwater where the highest sediment concentration is observed 

(𝐶̅ = 0.15 kg/m3). The distance of 22 km < x ≤ 70 km is the downstream of the 

salt tip since in this region because the sediment concentration is smallest (𝐶̅ ≈ 

0.01 kg/m3). According to Geyer (1993), the sediment is significantly 

resuspended in the freshwater region, and in the salt water region the 

resuspension process of the sediment is limited by the stratification. Therefore, 

the region in distance of 15 km < x ≤ 22 km is the transition region where the 

salt tip starts and affect to the suspended sediment processes and the sediment 

concentration in this region significantly decreases between 0.15 kg/m3 and 0.01 

kg/m3 (Fig. IV-1(a)). 
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Fig.  IV-1 The tidally averaged sediment concentration, the streamwise salinity 

density gradient, the vertical distribution of the streamwise flow at the salt tip, 

gradient Richardson number for salt layer and the flow modes from the profile 

of the velocity magnitudes near surface and near bottom for case 1 (Non-

geometry case). (a) The tidally averaged sediment concentration near the bed 

(kg/m3) for a 70 km distance from the upstream to the downstream.  (b) The 

salinity density gradient (psu/km) near the bed around the salt head, (c) The 

vertical profiles of u-velocity (cm/s) at locations of the salt head, (d) the gradient 

Richardson number for salt layer, (e) the flow modes from the files of the 

velocities near surface and near bottom (cm/s). The black dotted line in (d) shows 

the location of the flow interface.  
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The exactly locations of salt tip in the distance of  15 km < x ≤ 20  km 

can be identifed from the results the streamwise gradient salinity distribution 

(𝜕s/𝜕x) shown in Fig. IV-1(b). The salt front is observed from the locations where 

the salinity concentrations change notably within a relatively short distance. Fig. 

IV-1(b) show that in 1.5 tidal cycle, the salt tip fluctuates in 5 km from x = 13 

km to x = 18 km and the variation of the salt tip location depends on the tidal 

phases. 

The tidal phases telling whether flood, ebb and slacks are determined in a 

Lagrange way by using the results of u-velocity at the salt tip (front) (Fig. V-

1(c)). Flood is determined for a period when u at the water surface above the salt 

tip becomes negative (toward x = 0 m) and ebb begins at a time when u at the 

surface changes to be positive toward downstream. For example, in Fig. V-1(c), 

u changes the sign to negative at t/T=3.0, and from this time we can say the flow 

is in flood. At that time the salt tip is located at x = 15.85 km (Fig. V-1(b)). The 

flow turns to the ebb at t/T=3.28 (Fig. V-1(c)) and at that time the salt tip is 

located at x = 15.8 km (Fig. V-1(b)) and the ebb period ends at t/T=4.0 and the 

salt tip is at x=18.0 km.  

However, at any time in ebb phase or flood phase, the flows in the salt layer 

are in the strong stratification. Fig. V-1(d) show that over 1.5 tidal cycle, the Ri 

number for the salt layer is bigger than 1.0. The large gradient Richardson 

number is evenly observed when the flow mode at the salt tip are bidirectional 

(Fig. V-1(d)). 
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The exchange flow just occurs during the slack before flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 

3.03) or slack after flood (3.27 < t/T ≤ 3.28) and during these periods, the surface 

u-velocity is positive while the near bottom u-velocity is negative (Fig. V-1(e)). 

While the bidirectional mode exists in the short time (t/T ≤ 0.03), the uni-

directional flow is dominant during the periods of the ebb (t/T ≤ 3.0 or /T ≥ 3.28) 

and the flood of 3.03 < t/T ≤ 3.27 (Fig. V-1(e)). Fig. V-1(e) show that the almost 

time during ebb or the flood, the u-velocites near surface and near bottom are 

same postive or same negative.  

To clarify the differences in the flow and salt front structures between the 

unidirectional mode and the exchange mode (for case 1), we investigate the 

vertical distributions of the flows and vertical distribution of the salinity in 10 

km distance at the time moments of t/T=3.02; 3.15; 3.60, marked from (N1) to 

(N3) in Fig IV-1(e). Time (N1) and time (N3) are at ebb phase when the flow is 

near the end of the ebb (3.02 t/T) and near full flood (3.60 t/T), respectively. 

While the flow at time (N1) is in the exchange flow mode, the flow at time (N2) 

is in the uni-directional mode. The time (N3) is near full flood and at that time, 

the flow is in the uni-directional mode. The results of the flow structures and 

salinity distribution around the salt tip at three times are presented from Fig IV-

2(a)) to Fig IV-2(k).  

In which, Fig. IV-2(a) shows that at time (N1), the salt tip locates at x = 

15.85 km and from that location to the downstream, the two-layer flow is 

absolutely observed. However, the longitudinal velocity near the bottom 

gradually decreases from x = 20 km to the salt tip without any convergence 

observed. The vertical flow at this time is very slow (|w|< 0.01 cm) Fig. IV-2(b) 
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and the thickness of the salt layer slightly decreases from the downstream to the 

end of the salt tip at (x = 15.85 km) (Fig. IV-2(c)). Fig. IV-2(a)-(c) shows that the 

overturn and internal bore structure is not observed in case 1 (Non-geometry 

effect case). 

 

Fig.  IV-2 The distribution of the two velocity components (u, w) and the 

salinity concentration in the 10 km longitudinal cross-section of the salt tip at 

time (N1), (N2), (N3) in experiment 1 (Case 1) (Non-geometry effect). The small 

black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating domain into two 

zones, the left side is freshwater zone, the right size is saltwater zone. Yellow 

areas show the exchange mode. 

At time (N2), the water flows to mainly upstream for whole water depth 

formatting for the uni-directional flow mode, and the vertical flow is slow 

(|w|<0.01 cm/s) (Fig. IV-2(d)-(f)). Fig. IV-2(f) shows that the variation of 

thickness of the salt layer from the downstream to x = 15.8 km (salt tip) is similar 
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to that in the previous step (Fig. IV-2(c)). At the uni-directional mode for ebb 

(time (N3)), the ebb flow is dominant and the vertical flow is small (|w|<0.005 

cm/s) in 10 km distance from x = 10 km to x = 20 km (Fig. IV-2(g)-(h)). Fig. IV-

2(k) shows that the structure of the salt layer at that time seems to be similar to 

the structure of the salinity in previous periods (Fig. IV-2(c) and (f)). 

4.3.2 The suspended sedimentary processes 

In order to carify the sedimentary process in two flow mode for the non-

geometry case, the distribution of the suspended sediment and the size of the 

sediment fluxes at three moments in case 1 (time (N1) – (N3)) are investigated. 

The results of the sediment processes for case 1 is presented in Fig. IV-3. Fig. 

IV-3 shows that the concentration of the sediment from the salt tip to the 

downstream is far smaller than that in the upstream region of the salt tip where 

the fresh water is dominant. According to Geyer (1993), under effects of the 

bottom shear stress, the sediment is strongly resuspended from near the bottom 

into the water column in the fresh water. Therefore, at three moments, the 

sediment the higher concentrations of sediment are just observed at the fresh 

water region (Fig. IV-3(a)). From the salt head to the downstream, the salt flows 

are in the stratification (Ri > 1, (Fig. IV-3(d))) and the stratification suppress 

resuspension processes leading to the sediment concentration from the in the 

freshwater layer is far smaller than the sediment concentration in the region from 

the salt head to upstream. In the exchange mode for slack before flood (time 

(N1)), the main direction of the resuspended sediment transport is downstream 

with the slow speed (Fig. IV-3(a)). In contrast, the sediment is transported to the 

upstream when the flow is in the uni-directional mode for flood (time (N2)) (Fig. 
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IV-3(b)). Finally, at time (N3), the sediment in case 1 is transported to landward 

(Fig. IV-3(c)).  

 
Fig.  IV-3 The suspended concentration (C) with the sediment flux vectors in a 

1.0 km longitudinal cross-section of the salt tip for case 1 at time (N1) – (N3). 

The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating 

domain into two zones, the left side is freshwater zone, the right size is saltwater 

zone. The small blue dotted line show the locations of the interfacial flow layers. 

Time (N1), time (N2) and time (N3) are depicted in Fig. IV-1(e). 

 

Therefore, in a tidal cycle, the salt tip in the non-geometric estuary 

experiences in two flow modes that are exchange mode and uni-directional mode 

(Fig. IV-1(e)). In both two flow mode, the magnitude of the vertical flows is 

small, compared to magnitude of the streamwise flows (Fig. IV-2). Similar to the 

observation of Geyer (1993), the sedimentary transport processes in the salt tip 

are driven by the stratification. The sediment near the bottom in the is 

resuspended in the freshwater region but limited in the salt water regions by the 

stratification (Fig. IV-3). Especially, the overturn not observed in the exchange 

flow mode or in the uni-drectional mode (Fig. IV-2).  
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4.4 The existence of the overturn in exchange flow mode on the mild slope 

in 2D model 

4.4.1 The salt tip structure and the existence of the exchange flow 

The overturn structure could not be found in the estuary with the flat 

bottom and narrow width, but they seem to be found from in the estuary with the 

mild slope bottom. The results for the estuary with mild slope bottom shows that 

in particular tidal period, higher concentrations of sediment are observed at the 

head of the salt wedge (salt tip) (Fig. IV-4(a)-(b)). The such significant rises of 

the sediment concentration must be related to the existence of the specific flow 

structures along with geomorphology (Fig. IV-4(a)-(c)).  

Fig. IV-4(a) show that tidally averaged concentrations of sediment are 

much higher in the upstream of the estuary than in the other regions (Fig. V-4(a)). 

In far downstream from the 21.5 km, the sediment concentrations vary from 

0.012 kg/m3 to 0.031kg/m3 and the concentrations of sediment 0.15 kg/m3 of 

maximum by 21.5 km from x = 0, which is about ten times higher than the 

concentration of the sediment in the downstream (x > 21.5 km). The maximum 

concentration is observed at x = 18.5 km, where the head of salt wedge seems to 

be located in the range of between x = 14 km and 20 k m).  
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Fig.  IV-4 The tidally averaged sediment concentration, the streamwise salinity 

density gradient, the vertical distribution of the streamwise flow at the salt tip, 

gradient Richardson number for salt layer and the flow modes from the profile 

of the velocity magnitudes near surface and near bottom for case 2 (the bottom 

slope, 2D model).(a) The tidally averaged sediment concentration near the bed 

(kg/m3) for a 70 km distance from the upstream to the downstream.  (b) The 

salinity density gradient (psu/km) near the bed around the salt head, (c) The 

vertical profiles of u-velocity (cm/s) at locations of the salt head, (d) the gradient 

Richardson number for salt layer, (e) the flow modes from the file of the velocity 

near surface and near bottom (cm/s). The black dotted line in (d) shows the 

location of the flow interface. 
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To identify the presence of the salt tip in that region, the density gradient 

is computed (Fig. V-4(b)). Fig. V-4(b) shows that during the time from t/T=2.5 

to t/T=4.0, the salt fonts occurs in a region between x = 18.2 km and 20.2 km 

where the change of the salinity concentration is largest and the bottom changes 

rapidly (Fig. III-2(b)). Similar to the salt tip in case 1, the locations of the salt tip 

in case 2 varies depending on the tidal phase.  

Similar to case 1, we use the results of the longitudinal velocity at the salt 

tip in a Lagrange way to determine the tidal phases. Fig. IV-4(c) shows that from 

t/T=2.93 to t/T=3.35, the flow is in the ebb since the u-currents show the positive 

value. During the ebb of 2.93 ≤ t/T <3.35, the locations of the salt tip varies about 

2.0 km distance (Fig. IV-4(b)). At t/T=2.93, the salt tip is located at x = 20.15 km 

(Fig. IV-4(b)). The flow is in flood phase in the period of 2.93 ≤ t/T <3.35 since 

the streamwise currents shows negative value (Fig. IV-4(c)). At t/T=3.35, the u 

changes the sign to positive when the salt tip is located at x = 18.2 km and from 

that time the flow is in ebb (Fig. IV-4(b)- (c)).  

For 1.5 tidal period, uni-directional flow mode and bidirectional flow 

mode observed by taking turns and the processes for mixing and sediment 

transport look very different depending on the modes. Fig. IV-4(d) shows that 

flow in the salt tip is well mixed at the interface flow (Ri ≤ 0.25) during the slack 

before flood (2.87 ≤ t/T <2.93) and the slack after flood (3.35≤ t/T <3.41), and 

in the other moments over 1.5 tidal cycles, the flow is in strong stratified 

condition (Ri ≥ 1). During the slack before flood (2.87 ≤ t/T <2.93), the surface 

current is negative and the bottom current is positive implying for the existence 

of the bidirectional mode (the exchange flow mode) (Fig. IV-5(e)). Similarly, the 
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bidirectional mode exists during the slack after flood (3.35 ≤ t/T <3.41) since the 

surface current turns to the ebb phase but the bottom current is still in the flood 

phase (Fig. IV-4(e)). Excepting the slack before flood (2.87 ≤ t/T <2.93) and the 

slack after flood (3.35 ≤ t/T <3.41), the flows near the full ebb or full flood is in 

the uni-directional flow mode since the u-currents near the free surface and the 

bottom boundary at the same moments observed in Fig. IV-4(e) show for same 

tidal phase.  

4.4.2 The existence of the overturn and the internal tidal bore on the mild slope 

To clarify the differences in the mixing and sediment processes of the 

bidirectional and uni-directional modes, the structures of flow and the 

distributions of salinity from case 2 (2D model) are compared at seven instants 

of t/T=2.73; 2.88; 2.94; 2.98; 3.17; 3.38; 3.58, marked from (S1) to (S7) in Fig 

IV-4(e). Time (S1) and time (S7) are at the near end of ebb (2.73 t/T) and during 

the ebb (3.58 t/T) when the flows are in the uni-directional flow mode (Fig IV-

4(e)), respectively. The flows at both time (S4) and (S5) are in the uni-directional 

flow mode during flood. Times (S2), (S3), (S4) and (S6) are near slack before flood 

and slack after flood respectively and at that moments, the flows are in the 

exchange mode. The flow structures and salinity distribution at the seven instants 

around the salt tip are shown in Fig. IV-5.  

In Fig. IV-5, the results of the velocity magnitudes and salinity 

concentration for seven time instants are respectively shown in the figures from 

the first line to seventh line. The distribution of the streeamwise velocity in Fig. 

IV-5(a1) shows that the flow at time (S1) is uni-directional mode for the ebb with 

negative value in the velocity. In the ebb, the vertical flow around the salt tip is 
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downward with small size (|w| < 0.02 cm/s), compared to the magnitude of the 

streamwise flow (|u| >15 cm/s). In the 500 m distance from the downstream to 

the salt tip (x = 19.75 km),  the thickness of the salt layer gradually decrease 

until to zero (Fig. IV-5(c1)). 

At time (S2), the flood flow appears in the salt from the head of the salt tip 

to downstream  (x > 20.5 km) (Fig. IV-5(a2)). As a result, the flow is in the 

bidirectional mode.  At that moment, the vertical currents at the salt head is 

positive and significant (|w| > 0.2 cm/s), compared with the vertical currents in 

the previous step (time (S1)) (Fig. IV-5(b2)). The shape of the salt tip slightly 

different (Fig.IV-5(c2)) from that in the previous step (Fig. IV-5(c1)).  

Similar to the results at the time (S2), the exchange flow mode exists at the 

time (S3) (Fig. IV-5(a2) to (c3)). At this time, the salt tip is located at x = 20.17 

km, and from the salt tip to the downstream, two-layer flows is observed (Fig. 

IV-5(a3)). While the flow in the upper layer is still in ebb phase, the flow in the 

lower layer is the flood phase. Especially, Fig. IV-5(b3) shows that the 

magnitudes of streamwise currents at the end of the salt tip for both two layers 

are significant (|u| > 5 cm/s) implying for a convergence of the velocity. At that 

time (time (S2)), the vertical flows at salt tip is significant (|w| > 0.5 cm/s). 

Further, the distribution of the u-velocity and w-velocity in the Fig. IV-5(a3) and 

(b3) show for the existence of the big circulation at the salt tip. Under effects of 

the significant vertical flow at the overturn, the thickness of the salt head increase 

from 4.0 m to 5.5 m between time (S2) and time (S3) (Fig. IV-5(c2) and (c3)).  

In a short time after time (S3), the flows turn to the uni-directional mode 

for flood since the u-current near the surface observed in Fig. IV-5(e) shows 
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positive value. The overturn flow which is observed the previous time (time (S3)) 

disintegrates when the flow turn to flood because of the disappearance of the 

bidirectional flow structure.  At the beginning of the flood (time (S4))  the 

convergence in magnitude of the streamwise velocity and the significant vertical 

current at the salt tip are still observed (Fig. IV-5(a4) and Fig. IV-5(b3)). Compare 

to the previous time in the slack before flood, the thickness of the salt wedge 

head at time (S4) is largest (Fig. IV-5(c2), (c3) and (c4)). At time (S4), the thickness 

of the salt wedge head can get about 38% water depth (Fig. IV-5(c4)).   

The results of the flows around the salt tip in full flood are shown by the 

results at time (S5) in group of figures from Fig. IV-5(a5) to Fig. IV-5(c5).  In 

the flood phase, the flow is upward and slow (Fig. IV-5(a5)). The magnitude of 

the vertical velcity is smaller than 0.02 cm/s and is far smaller than the magnitude 

of the velocity observed in the slack before flood(|w| < 0.5 cm/s) (Fig. IV-5(b5) 

& Fig. IV-5(b3)). The thickness of the salt head decrease 50% in the period 

between the moment (S4) and moment (S5) (Fig. IV-5(c4) & Fig. IV-5(c5)).  
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Fig.  IV-5 Distributions of the three velocity components, the distributions of the salinity concentration for the case 2 (2D model) in experiment 

1 at time (S1), (S2), (S3) and (S4). Streamvise velocity (u), vertical velocity (w), salinity concentration (s) in the 1.5 km longitudinal cross-section 

of the salt tip. The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating the domain into two zones, the left side of the salt tip is 

the freshwater zone, the other side is the saltwater zone.  
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Fig. IV-5 (cont.) Distribution of the three velocity components, the distribution of the salinity concentration for the case 2 (2D model) in 

experiment 1 at time (S5), (S6), (S7). Streamvise velocity (u), vertical velocity (w), salinity concentration (s) in the 1.5 km longitudinal cross-

section of the salt tip. The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating the domain into two zones, the left side of the salt 

tip is the freshwater zone, the other side is the saltwater zone. 
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At the end of flood, the unidirectional mode is replaced by the exchange 

flow mode (Fig. IV-4(e)).  During the exchange mode, the overturn exist and 

its form is similar to the overturn observed in near the end of the ebb case. the 

size of the u-current and the w-current of the overturn at time (S6) are about 3.0 

cm/s and 0.15 cm/s, respectively (Fig. IV-5(a6) and (b6)), and far smaller than 

those in the slack before flood (Fig. IV-5(a3) and (b3)) . Due to the increased 

entrainment of the freshwater into salty zone, the salt tip at x = 18.3 km (Fig. V-

2(c6)) is 1.6 m thicker than at x = 19.1 km (Fig. IV-5(c5)).   

From time (S6) to time (S7), the thickness of the head of salt wedge 

decreases since the flow is in the unidirectional mode for ebb. The time (S7), in 

the ebb period of t/T = 3.58, the ebb current is strong with |u| > 15.0 cm/s (Fig. 

IV-5(a7)). The vertical flow is downward with the small size (Fig. IV-5(b7)). 

From t/T = 3.38  (time (S6)) to t/T = 3.58 (time (S7)), the salt tip retreated by 

0.8 km to downstream and its thickness decreaaes to 2.5 m (Fig. IV-5(c6) & Fig. 

IV-5(c7)).  

Fig. IV-5 shows that the structure of flows in the bidirectional mode is far 

different from the uni-directional mode. For the unidirectional mode, the vertical 

flows in two tidal phases are slow (|w| < 0.2 cm/s) and the longitudinal flow is 

fast (|u| > 15 cm/s). However, in the exchange flow mode, the vertical flow at 

the salt tip is significant (|w| > 5 cm/s). The exchange flow appear two times over 

a tidal cycle and in these period, the internal bore along with overturn flow is 

observed.  
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Fig.  IV-6 The sediment concentration, salt tip structure at time (S3) in 

100 m distance for case 2 and the structure of the internal bore on the coastal 

region. (a) Distribution of sediment concentration (kg/m3); (b) the longitudinal 

current distribution (cm/s); (c) the vertical current (cm/s); (d) the salinity 

distribution around the salt tip and (e) the structure of the salt tip with an overturn. 

(g) and (h) the internal bore and vortex core on the coastal region in Masunaga 

et al., (2015). 
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Under existence of the overturn flow, the sediment seems to be highly 

resuspended. For instance, at time (S3) when the flow is in the exchange mode, 

the higher concentration of the sediment is observed at near the end of the salt 

tip (x = 20130 m) (Fig. IV-6(a)). The high concentration of the sediment is 

located at the place where the longitudinal velocity in the fresh layer and salt 

layer is converged and the vertical flow is more significant than the other place 

around the salt tip (Fig. IV-6(b) and (c)). The head of the salt tip at time (S3) 

appears as a density bore and density bore is along with a vortex core (Fig. IV-

6(d) and (e)). The bore with an overturn on the mild slope in the salt tip seems to 

be a kind of hydraulic jump as a shock process since it is similar to the internal 

bore with a vortex observed on the coastal region (Fig. IV-6(g) and (h)) 

(Masunaga et al., 2015). 
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4.5 The existence of the overturn in exchange flow mode on the mild slope in 

3D model 

4.5.1 The salt tip structure and the existence of the exchange flow 

The internal bore with overturn is observed in the exchange flow mode 

not only in the 2D model but also in 3D mode where the lateral component is 

obtained in the simulation. For 3D model (case 3), in order to clarify the 

existence of the exchange mode, the surface current, the bottom current as well 

as the gradient Richardson number along the salt head (Lagrangian way) are 

investigated and compared together. Fig. IV-7 shows that the flows at the salt tip 

are in ebb phase in the periods of 2.5 < t/T ≤ 3.0 and 3.4 < t/T ≤ 4.0 since the 

velocity near the surface shows positive value (Fig. IV-7(a)). From t/T = 2.87 to 

t/T = 4.0, the flow is in flood because of the negative surface current (Fig. IV-

7(a)). 

Fig. IV-7(a) shows that during the period of 3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4, the flows are 

in the uni-directional mode for flood since both the current near the free surface 

and current near the bottom boundary are negative. The exchange mode for 3D 

model occurs during the slack before flood (2.87 < t/T ≤ 3.0) and the slack after 

flood (3.4 < t/T ≤ 3.46), and during these moments the bottom u-current is 

positive for ebb phase but the surface u-current is in negative for flood phase 

(Fig. IV-7(a)). During the period of 2.5 < t/T ≤ 2.87 and of 3.4 < t/T ≤ 4.0, the 

flows are in the uni-directional mode for ebb and during these period, both the 

u-surface and u-bottom currents shows the positive values. 
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Fig.  IV-7 The profile of the streamwise velocity at the salt tip near the free 

surface and near the bottom boundary and the vertical distribution of the gradient 

Richardson number for salt layer in case 2 (the bottom slope, 3D model).  (a) 

The vertical profiles of u-velocity (cm/s) at locations of the salt head, (d) the 

gradient Richardson number for salt layer. The black dotted line in (b) shows the 

location of the flow interface.  

Besides, the periods for the existence of the exchange flow mode coincides 

with the time when the strong mixing in the water column of the salt layer is 

observed. In the exchange flow mode for slack before flood (2.87 < t/T ≤ 3.0) or 

slack after flood (3.4 < t/T ≤ 3.46), the gradient Richardson number at the 

interface of the flow shows the small value (Ri < 0.25) indicating for the strong 

mixing (Fig. IV-7(b)). In the other period of 1.5 tidal cycle, the flow at the salt 

tip tend to be stratified since Ri is large than 0.25 (Fig. IV-7(b)).  
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4.5.2 The existence of the overturn and the internal tidal bore 

To clarify the differences in salt tip structures between the bidirectional 

and unidirectional modes for 3D model, the structures of flow and salinity are 

investigated and compared at five times that are: t/T=2.75; 2.96; 3.00; 3.17; 3.42, 

and these time moments are marked between (T1) to (T5) in Fig. IV-7(a) and (b). 

Time (T1) is at the near end of ebb (2.75 t/T). Time (T3) and time (T4) are at the 

early flood (3.00 t/T) or the near the full flood (3.17 t/T), respectively. At the 

moments of time (T1), (T3) and (T4), the flows are in the uni-directional mode. 

At the other moments (time (T2) and time (T5)), the flows in the exchange flow 

mode for slack before flood (2.96 t/T) and for slack after flood (3.42 t/T), 

respectively. The flow structures and salinity distribution at the salt tip in 4.0 km 

distance at the five moments are shown in Fig. IV-8.  

The figures in the first line of Fig. IV-8 show the results of the salt tip near 

the end of ebb at the time (T1) when the flow is in the unidirectional mode. The 

distribution of u-velocity in Fig. IV-8(a1) shows that the water flows to mainly 

downstream in a uni-directional mode at the time (T1). In Fig. IV-8(b1), the flow 

is very slow (|w|<4 ×10-2 cm/s) and vertically downward at the thalweg of whole 

4 km cross-section. At time (T1), the salt tip locates at x = 19.75 km and that 

location, the lateral flows are laterally to the sidewall directions (Fig.IV-8(c1) and 

(d1)). The maximum size of the lateral flow is about 8.0% the size of the 

streamwise currents (Fig.IV-8(a1) and (d1)).  
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Fig.  IV-8 Distributions of the three velocity components as well as distribution of the salinity concentration for the case 3 in experiment 2 (3D 

model) at time (T1), (T2), (T3). Streamvise velocity (u), vertical velocity (w), salinity concentration (s) in the 1.5 km longitudinal cross-section of 

the salt tip and the lateral velocity vectors (v x w) in 500 m transverse cross-section at the salt head (second column). The small black dotted line 

is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating the domain into two zones, the left side of the salt tip is the freshwater zone, the other side is the 

saltwater zone. The grey dashed line shows the pycnocline layer. The vertical dotted blue line shows the location for the lateral cross section. 
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Fig.  IV-8 (cont.) Distributions of the three velocity components as well as distribution of the salinity concentration for the case 3 in experiment 

2 (3D model) at time (T4) and (T5). Streamvise velocity (u), vertical velocity (w), salinity concentration (s) in the 1.5 km longitudinal cross-section 

of the salt tip and the lateral velocity vectors (v x w) in 500 m transverse cross-section at the salt head (second column). The small black dotted 

line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating the domain into two zones, the left side of the salt tip is the freshwater zone, the other side is 

the saltwater zone. The grey dashed line shows the pycnocline layer. The vertical dotted blue line shows the location for the lateral cross section.
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The shape of the salt tip slightly different and flow structure at time (T2) 

are far different from that at time (T1) since the flow is in exchange flow mode 

(Fig.IV-8(a1) - (d1) and  Fig.IV-8(a2) - (d2)). At time (T2), the salt tip is located 

at x=19.30 km, and at this location, the water column has two-layers vertically 

(Fig. IV-8(a2)). Both the lower and upper layers have significant increases in the 

magnitude of u-velocity (|u|>10 cm/s) at the salt tip (Fig.IV-8(a2)). Besides, the 

flow at salt tip has a strong vertical flow in z-directions. The maximum 

magnitude (|w|) found in Fig.IV-8(b2) is about 0.5 cm/s, and it’s could be very 

helpful for vertical resuspension process of the sediment because that magnitude 

is 0.7 times bigger than the maximum settling speed of median sediment at the 

upstream Chesapeak bay estimated by Sanford et al., (2001). Besides, Fig.IV-

8(a2) and (b2) show that there is a vertical circulation existing at the front of the 

salt tip (the overturning flow), and that circulation seems to mix salinity at the 

salt tip and also resuspensd the sediment. The thickness of the salt head increase 

1.5 m for 0.21 periods from time (T1) to time (T2) (Fig.IV-8(c1) and Fig.IV-8(c2)). 

Besides vertical flow, the salt tip at the time (T2) has a significant lateral 

circulation also (Fig.IV-8(d2)). Fig.IV-8(d2) shows that the currents are divergent 

near the free surface but convergent near the bottom. The largest magnitude of 

transverse flows (|v|) is approximately 1.4 cm/s and equals up to 14% the size of 

streamwise flow at the thalweg.  

The overturning flow, which is observed from the previous time (time 

(T2)), doesn’t sustain at the salt tip since the ebb currents near the surface at the 

salt tip disappear (Fig.IV-8(a3) and (b3)) as the unidirectional flow mode (t/T = 

3.0). However, Fig.IV-8(a3) show that a signal for an increase in flow magnitude 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352874
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in the salt layer of the salt head is still observed. Besides, the maximum of the 

vertical flow at time (T3) is mostly equal to that at time (T2) (Fig.IV-8(b2) and 

Fig.IV-8(b3)) and the thickness of the salt tip increases 1.0 m compared to time 

(T2) (Fig.IV-8(c2) and Fig.IV-8(c3)). The thickness of the salt wedge head seems 

to gradually increase from time (T1) to time (T3) and its structure is like a bore, 

similar to the internal bore observed in case 2 (Fig.V-3(e)) and on the coastal 

region (Masunaga et al., 2015). At time (T3), the thickness of the salt wedge head 

can get about 40% water depth (Fig.IV-8(c3)). At the salt tip, lateral currents are 

laterally to the sidewall directions and their magnitude equals about 10% of the 

size of streamwise currents. 

From time (T3) to near the end of the flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4), the flow is 

in the uni-directional mode for flood (Fig. IV-8(a3)). At the time (T4) in this 

period, the landward flows appear on whole water column (Fig.IV-8(a4)). The 

vertical velocity around the salt tip is distributed uniformly with small magnitude 

(|v|< 0.04 cm/s) which just equals to 8.0% of the maximum vertical velocity in 

the baroclinic phase (Fig.IV-8(b2) and Fig.IV-8(b4)). At this moment, the flow 

strucuture can be categorized an internal bore which is a kind of shock 

phenomena ater uprupt changes of velocity. The bore seems to decrease its 

thickness during the uni-directional mode (Fig.IV-8(c3) and (c4)). Besides Fig.IV-

8(d5) show the lateral currents at time (T4) flow slowly (|v|<0.05 cm/s) and the 

lateral currents at the middle of lateral cross-section (y = 0) become divergent 

and move to the flank of the estuary. 

Similar to the case 2 (2D model), the exchange flow for 3D model (case 

3) appear in the second time in a tidal cycle and in this flow mode, the internal 
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bore is observed. Just after the end of the flood, the flows turn from uni-

directional mode to exchange flow mode (Fig.IV-8(a6)) with very small 

longitudinal flow. The maximum u-velocity at the salt tips is just 2.3 cm/s at this 

moment but this magnitude is still slightly larger than the velocities near outside 

of the salt tip, and its size is smaller than but its structure is similar to the early 

flood case (Fig.IV-8(a6)).  Fig.IV-8(a6) and (b6) show that the overturning flow 

exists slighlty enhancing the vertical mixing of salnity even though its velocity 

in the vertical direction is not large (|w|)<0.03 cm/s) compared to the early ebb. 

And due to the increased entrainment of the freshwater into salty zone, the salt 

tip at x = 16.7 km (Fig.IV-8(c6)) and the thickness is about 9.0 m.  For the lateral 

flows, the lateral flow has the shallower flank direction as in the early flood 

period (Fig.IV-8(d6)).  

Fig. IV-8 shows that the structure of flows over ebb and flood in the 3D 

(case 2) are similar to that in the 2D model (case 1) but in the slightly different 

size. For the uni-directional mode for ebb, the magnitudes of the vertical and 

lateral velocities in both that flow modes are too small (|w| < 0.04 cm/s and |v| < 

0.05 cm/s, respectively), compared with the significant streamwise velocity (|u| 

> 10 cm/s). In contrast, the magnitude of lateral flow in exchange flow mode is 

significant (|v|>1.0 cm/s), and is more equal than 15% size of u-currents at that 

time. Besides, while the size of vertical flow in the uni-directional mode for both 

ebb and flood from the salt head to upstream is mostly same, the size of vertical 

flow at the salt tip in the exchange flow mode are far larger than in the other 

place (|w|>0.5 cm/s). In the exchange mode, the internal bore with overturn exist, 

and the existence of the overturn seem to induce for development of the 
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significant resuspension process of the sediment, compared with flow in the uni-

directional mode. 

4.5.3 Mixing and sedimentary transport processes 

4.5.3.1 The mixing process and sedimentary process around the salt tip regions 

The differences of flow structures lead to bigger differences in 

stratification and sediment transport processes among various phases of tide. 

Those processes were investigated in ebb, flood and the transition periods (near 

slack before flood or slack before ebb) by comparing the kinetic energy 

dissipation rate (ε), the Richardson numbers (Ri) and the sediment concentrations 

(C) with its fluxes within 1.0 km distance near salt tips in two modes of flow 

(Fig. IV-9). Flows are in the uni-directional mode during both flood time (T1) 

and ebb (T4), and the flow is in the exchange flow mode near the end of ebb, 

time (T2).  

At t/T = 2.75, the maximum dissipation (ε) is observed with larger than 10-

6.0 W/kg within 0.5 m of thickness near the bottom in the region of x > 18.62 km 

(Fig. IV-9(a)). In contrast, when the flow is in the exchange flow mode near end 

of ebb, time (T2), the maximum dissipation rate is observed not near the bottom 

but at the middle of water column in the range of between z = -12.5 m and -10.0 

m where x > 19.2 km (Fig. IV-9(b)). The position of this strong mixing layer 

matches the position of interfacial layers between upper and lower layers in Fig. 

IV-8(a2).  At the time (T4), the maximum dissipation rates are observed at the 

bottom layer between x = 17.8 km and x = 18.1 km (Fig. IV-9(c)), similar to the 

uni-directional mode in the ebb (Fig. IV-9(a)).  
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Ri at time (T1) in Fig. IV-9(d) shows that during ebb even though the flow 

is strongly stratified at the head of salt tip (Ri ≥ 1.0), the flow exists in uni-

directional mode. The maximum dissipation rates are observed near the bottom, 

but strong stratification still persists (Fig. IV-9(a) and (d)). Near slack before 

flood (at time (T2)), strong mixing layer appears with Ri < 0.25 (Fig. IV-9(e)) 

and the dissipation rate shows the maximum in this interfacial mixing layer (Fig. 

V-5(a2) and V-6(b)). Fig. IV-9(b) & (e) shows that with the high dissipation rates 

in that layer, turbulence due to the strong shear seems to mix water column 

vertically. This mixing layer disappears in the uni-directional mode for flood. At 

the time (T3), the Richardson numbers are larger than 1.0 and the flow is strongly 

stratified in most place of the salt head including the locations where maximum 

dissipation rates are observed (Fig. IV-9(c) & (f)).  

In contrast to the salt tip, the flow in the upstream shows very small or 

zero of the Richardson number and the dissipation rates is smaller than 10-8.5 

W/kg at all times (Fig. IV-9(a)-(c)) and the flow has uniform density distribution 

as in Fig. IV-8. So this region is well mixed and the strong resuspension is also 

observed over the whole period. The bottom shear velocity in the upstream is 

larger than 0.005 m/s (|u| > 10 cm/s) (Fig. IV-9(a)-(d)), which is much larger 

than a critical number of the bed-shear stress initiates suspension of the 

sediments which Van Rijn (1993) provided.  

 

 

https://www.aquapublications.nl/Contentsbook2part1.pdf
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Fig.  IV-9 Kinetic dissipation rate (ε), Richardson number (Ri) number and 

suspended concentration (C) in a 1.0 km longitudinal cross-section of the salt tip 

for two flow modes in two tidal phase for case 3 (3D). (a)-(c): dissipation rate 

(log10(ε)), (d)-(f): the Richardson number (Ri), (g)-(h): the suspended 

concentration (C) with the sediment flux vector. The results in uni-directional 

mode for ebb and flood is represented by the results at time (T1) and (T4), 

respectively. The results in the exchange flow mode is represented by the results 

at time (T2). The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, 

separating domain into two zones, the left side is freshwater zone, the right size 

is saltwater zone. The white color in the freshwater show for the case density is 

homogenous in the vertical direction. The small blue dotted line show the 

locations of the interfacial layer between two flow layers. 
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In the uni-directional mode of the ebb, the resuspended sediments are 

transported to seaward (Fig. IV-9(g)).  From the salt tip to downstream (x > 18.5 

km), higher concentrations of sediment are observed only near the bottom 

implying that the sediments are trapped near the bottom by the stratification (Fig. 

IV-9(g)). According to Geyer (1993), strong stratification at the salt head may 

works as a trap to suppress the suspended sediment, since the stratification can 

limit resuspension of the near bottom sediments into upper layer.  

At the time (T2) near the end of the ebb or near slack just before flood, the 

flow is in the exchange flow mode (Fig. IV-9(h)) and the sediments resuspended 

from the bottom near the salt tip (x = 19.23 km) vertically migrate a lot into the 

whole water column, similar to the Geyer (1993) mentioned. Generally, the 

resuspension and vertical transport of sediments are related to bottom shear stress 

and vertical advection by the overturn flow, but at this moment, the vertical 

advection seems to be more dominant than the bottom shear stress. Fig. IV-9(h) 

shows the vectors of the sediment fluxes between x = 19.25 km and x = 19.35 

km, where the strong overturn flow exists (Fig. IV-9(a2) & (b2)) and at this 

location, the strong mixing layer is observed in Fig. IV-9(b), therefore, the lightly 

higher concentrations of sediment are observed near this layer along with 

overturn (Fig. IV-9(h)).  

The sediment transport near the head of salt tip at the time (T4) are not 

similar to at the time (T2) (Fig. IV-9(h)-(i)) since there is no overturn, which 

drives strong resuspension at time (T2). At time (T4), the suspended sediments 

are mainly transported to landward, except sediments in the thin layer near the 

bottom which are transported to seaward after resuspension (Fig. IV-9(i)). At that 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352769
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time, the higher concentrations of sediment and the convergence of their fluxes 

are observed in a distance from x = 17.7 km to x = 18.1 km. In the temporal 

perspectives, over a tidal cycle, higher sediment concentrations were observed 

near the salt tip at time (T2) (Fig. IV-9(h)) and during at the slack before flood 

(3.19 < t/T ≤ 3.44), respectively (Fig. IV-7(a)). During those periods, flows are 

in the exchange modes (Fig. IV-7(a)) and so the strong overturn of flows were 

observed (Fig. IV-8(a2) and (b2)). Conventionally, tidal pumping, gravitational 

circulation and lateral circulation have been known as main mixing mechanisms. 

Along with such macro and conventional mixing processes, the overturn related 

with baroclinity must play an important role in increasing the suspension rate of 

sediments at the salt tip. 

4.5.3.2 The effects of the overturns to the sedimentary transport process  

To find the relative contribution of the tidal pumping and the estuarine 

circulation to determining the sediment concentration during the slack before 

flood when the exchange flow mode occurs, the variations of the sediment 

concentration and the lateral and streamwise sediment fluxes are investigated at 

salt head over a tidal cycle. The concentration of the sediment is represented by 

the values computed by the concentrations which are determined by depth-

integrating at the thalweg and streamwisely averaging over 250 m of the distance 

from the salt tip to downstream (Fig. IV-10(a)). We apply equation (2.5) – (2.6) 

which were shown in the section (2.1.3) to compute the magnitude of sediment 

flux in longitudinal (Fig. IV-10(b)) and lateral directions (Fig. IV-10(c)), 
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respectively. Each directional flux is separated into two components that are non-

tidal advection driving flux (advection) and the tidal pumping flux (pumping).  

In the temporal perspectives, the sediment concentration reaches the 

highest value at t/T = 2.94 of time (F), near the slack just before flood over a 

tidal cycle as in Fig. IV-10(a). At that moment, the magnitude of the sediment 

pumping flux at time (F) is much larger than the advected flux of sediments (Fig. 

IV-10(b)) and so the increase of the sediment concentration seems to be more 

largely induced by the intense of the tidal pumping than the estuarine circulation.  

Besides streamwise process, the lateral process partly contributes to the 

increases of sediment concentration at time (F). Fig. IV-10(c) shows that the size 

of the lateral sediment pumping flux is 0.38 x 10-2 kg/m/s and equals to 10% of 

the longitudinal sediment pumping flux at the same time (Fig. IV-10(b)). At time 

(F), the lateral process partly induces for the increase of the sediment at the 

thalweg showing by the negative lateral sediment pumping flux (direction to the 

center). However, even though including the lateral flux, total sediment flux (SFx 

+ SFy ) at the time (F) does not explain the reason for the significant increase of 

the sediment concentration at that time. At time (F), the total sediment flux is 

much smaller than in another period such as in flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4) (Fig. IV-

10(d)). During flood, the maximum of the total sediment flux is observed at t/T 

= 3.12 (Fig. IV-10(d)), but the sediment concentration at that time just equals 

about 70% the sediment concentration at time (F) (Fig. IV-10(a)). The high 

sediment concentration is observed near the slack before ebb (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4), 

but the magnitude of the total sediment flux at any time during this period is 

smaller than that at t/T = 3.12 (Fig. IV-10(d)). Therefore, beside the tidally 
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pumping or the estuarine circulation, the sediment transport process at the salt 

tip near the slack before ebb is partly induced by another process such as 

overturns of flow.  

 
Fig.  IV-10 The time series of the total sediment concentration, the integral 

sediment advection flux and the sediment pumping flux through the water 

column in the streamwise direction and lateral direction and the total sediment 

flux over a the tidal cycle for case 3. (a) The averaged of the depth integral 

sediment concentration (Cm) in the short distance from the salt tip to downstream 

(about 250 m distance around the head). (b) The integral sediment advection flux 

(Advection_x) and the integral sediment pumping flux (Pumping_x) through the 

water column in the longitudinal direction.  (c) The width averaged of the 

integral the sediment advection fluxes  (Advection_y) and sediment pumping 

flux (Pumping_y) through the water column in lateral direction. Positive value 

show sediment is transport to wallward, negative value show the sediment is 
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transport to thalweg. (d) The total sediment flux through the water column in 

both two directions lateral and streamwise directions (SFx + SFy ). Time (F) is 

the time the sediment concentration in (a) is greatest. Dotted red line show the 

time the concentration is greatest (t/T = 2.94). Yellow aground show the periods 

of exchange flow mode found from Fig. V-4(a). 

Besides streamwise process, the lateral process partly contributes to the 

increases of sediment concentration at time (F). Fig. IV-10(c) shows that the size 

of the lateral sediment pumping flux is 0.38 x 10-2 kg/m/s and equals to 10% of 

the longitudinal sediment pumping flux at the same time (Fig. IV-10(b)). At time 

(F), the lateral process partly induces for the increase of the sediment at the 

thalweg showing by the negative lateral sediment pumping flux (direction to the 

center). However, even though including the lateral flux, total sediment flux (SFx 

+ SFy ) at the time (F) does not explain the reason for the significant increase of 

the sediment concentration at that time. During time (F), the total sediment flux 

is much smaller than in another period such as in flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4) (Fig. IV-

10(d)). During flood, the maximum of the total sediment flux is observed at t/T 

= 3.12 (Fig. IV-10(d)), but the sediment concentration at that time just equals 

about 70% the sediment concentration at time (F) (Fig. IV-10(a)). Further, the 

high sediment concentration is observed near the slack before ebb (3.0 < t/T ≤ 

3.4), but the magnitude of the total sediment flux at any time during this period 

is smaller than that at t/T = 3.12 (Fig. IV-10(d)). Therefore, beside the estuarine 

circulation and the tidally pumping, the sediment transport processes at the salt 

tip near the slack before ebb is partly induced by another process such as 

overturns of flow.  

To clarify the difference between the roles of the tidal pumping, 

gravitational circulation and overturns in driving the sediment transport at the 
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salt tip, the linear correlations between sediment concentration at the salt tip and 

the total momentum flux, the vertical turbulent diffusive flux ( 𝑐′𝑤′ ) is 

investigated in two periods of near the slack before flood(2.87 < t/T ≤ 3.0) and 

the flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4) (Fig. IV-11). According to Fugate and Friedrichs 

(2002), the vertical turbulent diffusive flux seems to be relative directly with the 

downward velocity of suspended sediment and so the vertical turbulent diffusive 

flux can be used here to represent for the size of vertical mixing in the water.  

 

Fig.  IV-11 The linear correlation between the sediment concentration and total 

sediment flux, the vertical turbulent diffusive flux for case 3 (3D model) for the 

period of slack before flood and period of flood. (a) The linear correlation 

between the depth integral sediment concentration (Cm) and total sediment flux 

(SFx + SFy), (b) The correlation between the sediment concentration (Cm) and the 

vertical turbulent diffusive flux (𝑪′𝒘′). 

The sediment concentration at the salt head in the flood has strong 

relationship with the total sediment flux (R2 = 0.926) as expected (Fig. IV-11(a)). 

The sediment concentrations in flood increase along with increases in the total 

sediment flux (SFx + SFy) and therefore, the tidal pumping and estuarine 

circulation may play an important role in driving sedimentary processes in the 

flood.  On the other hand, there is no linear correlation between the sediment 
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concentration (Cm) and the total momentum flux (SFx + SFy) in the ebb just before 

slack and the correlation R2 is only 0.058. Therefore, the significant increases of 

the sediment concentration in that period seems to less related with the tidal 

pumping or estuarine circulation. Instead, the correlation between sediment 

concentrations and the vertical turbulent diffusive flux is 0.7 of R2 which is high 

enough value to say that they are correlated (Fig. IV-11(b)). Previously, we 

observed strong overturns during this period and this overturns of flow 

significantly enhance the vertical migration and mixing of sediment. During 

flood, flux is mainly driven by tidal pumping, and so has less vertical fluxes (Fig. 

IV-10(b)) which has less correlated with concentration. It means that during 

flood turbulence does not generate vertical transport of sediment. This result also 

confirms by the observations of the Richardson number in Fig. IV-11(f) showing 

that vertical mixing is limited during flood while turbulent mixing occurs near 

slack before flood (Fig. IV-11(e)).  

4.6 Discussion and summary 

Therefore, similar to the observation of the Sanford et al., (2001) for 

the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay region, the tidal asymmetry plays an 

important role in the sediment resuspension. Our work found that the size of the 

tidal pumping is far larger than the size of the advection from the full ebb to the 

full flood (2.65 < t/T ≤ 3.2) (Fig. IV-10(b)). Besides, similar to the Sanford et al., 

(2001), we find that the overturns may occur at the salt tip on the slope of the 

upstream of the Chesapeake Bay in the slack before flood (2.87 < t/T ≤ 3.0) and 

the slack before ebb (3.4 < t/T ≤ 3.46). In a sketch of in Sanford et al., (2001)’s 

work, the vertical resuspension of the sediment could not be induced by the 
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overturn of the flow and this process is even suppressed by the strong 

stratification in the slacks. However, the results in the stretch of the Sanford et 

al., (2001) seem to be contract to the results in the observations from Sanford et 

al., (2001) and other researches (e.g., North & House, 2001; North et al., 2004) 

for several time moments. The observations in several surveys show that the 

higher concentration at the salt tip may be observed in the slacks (Fig. IV-12) 

and the presence of the high concentration in the slacks is similar to our results. 

We found that the sediment may be highly resuspended in the slack before flood 

(Fig. IV-9(h)) and this process is driven by the overturns (Fig. IV-8(a2)-(b2)) and 

the form of overturn observed in the mild slope is similar to the form of the 

overturn shown by the sediment flux vectors in Geyer (1993) (Fig. I-8).  

Besides, the thesis found that the overturns observed in the slack before 

flood may induce the vertical mixing at the head of the salt tip and well mixing 

at the interface of the flow (Fig. IV-9(e)). In contract to North & House, (2001), 

the resuspension processes of the sediment during the slacks are not directly 

driven by the gravitational circulation, but they are driven by the turbulent 

mixing which is generated from the overturning flow. The results in Fig. IV-11(a) 

show that the sediment concentration at the salt tip in the slack before flood has 

the strong correlation to the vertical turbulent diffusive flux (R2 = 0.7) but has 

the less correlation to the total sediment flux (R2 = 0.058).  

The existence of the overturn at the salt tip is directly relative to the 

existence of the geometry feature that is the bottom slope. Without the existence 

of the bottom slope, the overturning flow as well as the significant vertical 

resuspension of the sediment as the overturning are not observed (Fig. IV-2(b)-
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(c) and Fig. IV-3(a)). Besides, in order to the overturn exists at the salt tip on the 

mild slope, the river flow may play an important role. Fig. IV-11(a) show that 

the overturn just develops on the slope when the flow is in the exchange mode 

and the exchange flow mode is composed by the downstream flow of the 

freshwater and the upstream flow of the seawater (Fig. IV-6(b)) and Fig. IV-

8(a2)-(b2)). In the uni-directional mode, the seaward river flow doesn’t exist near 

the surface and during that time, the overturn is not observed (Fig. IV-8(a1)-( b1) 

and Fig. IV-8(a4)-( b4)). 

 

Fig.  IV-12 The observation and simulation results of the sediment 

concentration and salinity around the salt tip the upstream of the Chesapeake Bay 

estuary in North et al., (2004), North & House, (2001), Sanford et al., (2001). (a) 

Salinity and TSS on Feb. 01 1996 observed by Sanford et al., (2001). (b) The 

observation results (upper figure) on May 08, 2001 which used to be compared 

to the computational region (lower figure) on day 352.38 on North et al., (2004). 

(c) The observation results in May 4-5 and 12-13 in North & House, (2001). 

North et al., (2004)

North & Houde, (2001)

Sanford et al., (2001)

High sediment conc.

SF: slack before flood

Overturn

Ebb     Ebb Ebb slack     Flood   Flood

Flood     Slack Ebb           Ebb Ebb

(a) (b)

(c)
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The present work observes that the serious backflow in the salt tip after 

shoaling during the ebbs after or before slack, respectively. During that time, the 

freshwater and the seawater flow to the opposite directions (Fig. IV-5(a3)-(b3) 

and Fig. IV-8(a2)-(b2)) and the propagation of the density front seems to meet the 

upstream obstruction caused by the freshwater flow. That process is similar to 

that the frontal face of the run-up bore is hindered by the backflow on slope 

bottom of the continental shelf regions (Helfrich, 1992; Wallace and Wilkinson, 

1988) or on the slope bottom of the coastal regions (Masunaga et al., 2015). 

Similar to Masunaga et al.,  (2015), that the overturn in the salt tip 

appear with the bore. The thickness of the density front at the internal bore on 

the mild slope is about 5.0 m (2D model) and 4.0 m (3D model) (Fig. IV-6(e) 

and Fig. IV-8(c2)). The salt head becomes thicker due to the development of the 

density current in the exchange mode as the internal tidal bore (Fig. IV-6(d)-(e)). 

With this form, the internal bore with the overturn at the salt tip seem to be a 

form of the density current with the hydraulic jump at the head as the sketch of 

Bain (1995) (Fig. I-5), and is similar to the internal bore with an overturn on the 

coastal region observed in Masunaga et al.,.(2015). 

Therefore, according to the computing results, we illustrate the tidal 

variation of the salt tip and suspended sediment under effects of the mild slope 

over the tidal cycle in Fig. IV-13. 

(a) During full ebb, the salt front moves to the downstream, which is the same 

direction to the freshwater flows at the upper layer. Sediments seem to be 

strongly resuspended in the freshwater layer, while the resuspension is limited 

by stratification in the saltwater layer. 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/internal-solitary-wave-breaking-and-runup-on-a-uniform-slope/FE92346C95FC040FC3198FC1FFE8DA68
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/runup-of-internal-waves-on-a-gentle-slope-in-a-twolayered-system/8C388451A9A15AD35622669C51445EE3
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/runup-of-internal-waves-on-a-gentle-slope-in-a-twolayered-system/8C388451A9A15AD35622669C51445EE3
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S027843431530073X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S027843431530073X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S027843431530073X
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(b) During slack before flood, the density front of the salty water moves landward 

and the fresh water in the upper layer and upstream flows to the seaward 

accumulating of the density and velocity at the salt tip. These accumulations 

lead to thicken the salt tip and overturn the flow. The overturned flow induces 

the strong mixing and the significant resuspension of the sediment at the salt 

tip. 

(c) During full flood, the density front in the lower layer and freshwater in the 

upper layer move together to the landward and the sediments are significantly 

resuspended in the fresh water layer of the unstratified upstream and is 

vertical limited in the salt water layer by stratification.  

(d) During slack after flood, the overturn flow and the bore appear at the salt head 

with the smaller size and scale, compared to the previous overturn. The 

dynamics for the bore and overturn flow are similar to the first time (b). The 

sediment slightly resuspended at the salt tip by the overturn flow.  

 

Fig.  IV-13 Schematic image of the changes of the salt head regime over a tidal 

cycle on the mild slope. (a) At the full ebb (the uni-directional mode for ebb), (b) 

At the slack before flood (in the exchange mode), (c) At the full flood (the uni-

directional mode for flood) and (d) At the slack after flood (in the exchange 

mode). 

 

               

(a) Full ebb (b)  Slack before flood (d)  Slack after flood (c)  Full flood (a) Full ebb (b) Slack before flood (c) Full flood (d) Slack after flood
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CHAPTER FIVE 

V. THE EXISTENCE OF THE OVERTURN IN THE GRADUAL 

CONTRACTION AND THE SEDIMENTARY TRANSPORT 

PROCESSES 

5.1 Introduction 

Armi (1986) found that the strong mixing from internal hydraulic jump 

may exists at the interface of the two-layers flow when the flow overs the 

constriction or the sill. However, since the overturn may develop on the mild 

slope bottom, we expect that the overturn may development in the contraction 

the contraction of the width and the bottom slope affects to the one-layer flow in 

the similar way (Chaudhry, 2008). In specify, we investigate for the two-layer 

flow over the gradual contraction. The gradual contractions may be found at the 

downstream of the constriction in the Hudson River estuary (Geyer and Ralston, 

2015) but the effects of the width contractions to the existence of the 

baroclinicity as well as sedimentary transport processes have been not discussed 

further.  

To clarify that the mild slope can be replaced by the gradual contraction 

in inducing the development of the internal bore as a hydraulic jump in 

translation or not, we try to investigate propagating process of the salt density 

flow in the salt tip in the gradual contraction region. The variation of the flow 

and salinity structure are investigated and compared the results obtained to the 

results in chapter IV. Besides, we investigate the sedimentary processes around 

https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9780387301747
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
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the salt tip to clarify the relative the sediment process with the contraction of the 

width. 

5.2 Model set-up and data analysis 

The study case in in experiment 2 uses the upstream contraction mesh 

shown in Fig. V-1(a)-(b). Fig. VI-1(a) shows that the width of the upstream 

contraction mesh varies from 155 m to 250 m between x = 10 km and x = 20 km. 

The horizontal grid size in the section between x = 15 km and x = 22 km is 

approximatly 20 m and is much smaller than those in the other regions (x < 15 

km or x > 22 km). The vertical grid space of the mesh ranges between 0.2 m and 

0.5 m. The domain uses a total of 40 layers for vertical space. The estuarine 

domains for the contraction case are obsolutly illustrated in 3D in Fig. III-1(d).  

 

Fig.  V-1 The upstream contraction mesh used for case 4 
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The average amplitude of the tide ( 0η ) and the constant freshwater runoff 

for case 4 are set at 0.5 m and 0.1 m/s, respectively, and the bottom elevation (zb) 

is at -14.5 m for the whole domain. With the above setup, case 4 in this chapter 

and case 3 (bottom slope, 3D) in chapter IV have the same magnitude of the river 

discharge and tidal discharge at the boundary conditions. Other information 

about setups for case 4 is introduced in section 3.1. 

Similar to bottom slope case, the contraction case is simulated for five 

tidal cycles. Since the salt head is observed in a distance from x =10 km to x = 

20 km from two tidal cycles, the results from tidal cycles of 2 to 4.5 are used for 

the analysis. The outputs from the SUNTANS used in this chapter include: 

salinity concentration, sediment concentration, the turbulent velocity scale, the 

turbulent length scale. Besides, three components of the velocities are used.  

5.3 The existence of the overturn and internal bore in the contraction 

region 

Similar to the previous chapter, before clarifying the existences and the 

effects of the overturn, we determine the locations of the salt tip from the 

streamwise salinity density gradient. At the locations of the salt tip, we get the 

profile of the u-velocities by using the Lagrangian way. From the profile of the 

u-currents near the free surface and near the bottom boundary obtained, the tidal 

phases along with the flow modes at the salt tip 2.5 tidal cycle (2.5 < t/T ≤ 4.0) 

are respectively determined. 

Fig. V-2(a) shows that the flow at the salt tip for the contraction case (case 

4) includes two tidal phases that are flood and ebb, and the exchange flow mode 
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exists during flood phase. From slack after ebb to slack after flood (2.76 < t/T ≤ 

3.28), the flow appears in exchange flow mode since the u-current near bottom 

is negative while the u-current near the surface is positive (Fig. V-2(a)). When 

the near-bottom u-current becomes positive from t/T = 3.28, the flow changes to 

the uni-directional flow mode for ebb. The uni-directional flow exists for 0.47 

tidal cycle, and ends at t/T = 3.75 when the surface u-current changes the sign to 

negative (Fig. V-2(a)). 

Similar to the bottom slope case (Fig. IV-8, Fig. IV-9(g), (h), (i)), the flow 

structure and the sedimentary processes between two flow modes in the 

contraction (case 4) are absolutely different. Those differences are found from 

the comparisons between the horizontal vectors of the currents along with the 

sediment concentration near the bottom at t/T = 2.99 for exchange flow mode 

(time (C1)) and t/T = 3.6 for uni-directional mode (time (C2)) (Fig. V-2(b), (c)). 

At time (C1), the directions of saltwater flows are opposite to the directions of 

the freshwater flows (Fig. V-2(b)). In contrast, the vectors of the horizontal 

currents at time (C2) shows that the both flows of the saltwater and the freshwater 

are in the same direction for ebb (Fig. V-2(c)). Besides, the salt flows near the 

bottom are laterally to middle in flood but are to the sidewall in ebb (Fig. V-2(b)-

(c)). However, for both two flow modes, the lateral mixing, which is normally 

driven by the lateral flows developing in upstream or the downstream of the rapid 

contraction/expansion sections (Hager, 1992; Chant and Wilson, 1997), don’t 

exist in both the two side-walls (Fig. V-2(b)-(c)). Instead, in the gradual 

contraction case (case 4), the mixing in vertical direction seems to be more 

significant than that in the lateral direction.  

https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=vi&lr=&id=REvvCAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP10&dq=Hager+(1992)+energy+dissipators+and+hydraulic+jump&ots=4El1UzYl9-&sig=jRpqxuhQoQPa_UKSh9n2SZhQKKk&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Hager%20(1992)%20energy%20dissipators%20and%20hydraulic%20jump&f=false
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/97JC00685
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Fig.  V-2 The profile of the streamwise-velocity near the free surface and near 

the bottom boundary at the salt tip, the horizontal distribution of the sediment 

concentration and the velocity vectors (u x v) from 2.0 m distance from bottom 

at time (C1) and (C2) for case 4 (the contraction case). (a) The profile of the 

streamwise velocity near the free surface and near the bottom boundary at the 

salt tip used to determine the exchange flow mode and uni-directional mode. (b), 

(c) The top view of the sediment concentration and horizontal current in 1.0 km 

distance around the salt tip at time (C1) and (C2). In (a), the u < 0: flood and u > 

0: ebb. In (b), (c), the small white dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity 

as the location of the salt tip, separating the domain into two zones, the left side 

of the salt tip is the freshwater zone, the other side is the saltwater zone. Yellow 

background in (a) show the periods of the exchange mode. 
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For constant of the width (case 1), the suspended sediment in the saltwater 

layer near the end of the salt tip normally is trapped by the strong stratification 

(Fig. IV-3(a)), but Fig. V-2(b) show that much higher sediment concentration is 

observed around the salt tip (15.28 km < x ≤ 15.32 km) at time (C1) when the 

flow is in the exchange mode (Fig. V-2(a)). The results in chapter IV show that 

the sediment near the bottom may be strongly resuspended by the vertical mixing 

driven by the overturn (Fig. IV-9(h)) and therefore, similar to in the mild bottom 

slope region, the significant vertical mixing by the overturn seems to exist and 

promote the resuspension process of the sediment in the gradual contraction 

region.  

In order to clarify whether or not the existence of the overturn in the mild 

contraction and in order to explain why the sediment concentration around the 

salt tip at time (C1) is higher than that at time (C2), the flow and salinity structures 

of the salt tip at two time moments are respectively investigated and compared. 

In which, the salt tip at time (C1) is located at x = 15.2 km, and from that location 

to the downstream, the water column has the two-layer flows (Fig. V-3(a)). Both 

upper flow and lower flow at the salt head have a slight increase in the magnitude 

of the streamwise currents (|u|>10 cm/s). Besides, the maximum of the w-current 

at this time is significant (|w|>0.5 cm/s) (Fig. V-3(b)). Fig. V-3(a) and (b) 

illustrate that there is a vertical circulation existing near the end of the salt tip, 

and this circulation evenly appears at the same location with the internal bore 

structure (Fig. V-3(c)). The distribution of the salinity around the salt tip show 

for the existence of the bore structure (Fig. V-3(c)), similar to the internal bore 

observed in Fig. IV-6 for the bottom slope case. 
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Besides, the structure of the salt flow in the uni-directional mode in the 

contraction case is mostly similar to that in the bottom slope case for the same 

flow mode (Fig. IV-5(a1), (b1) and Fig. IV-8(a1), (b1)). In the uni-directional mode 

for ebb (time (C2)), the fresh water and salt water flows quickly to mainly 

upstream (Fig. V-3(d)) and the vertical flow is very slow (|w|<0.04 cm/s) (Fig. 

V-3(e)). Moreover, the thickness of the salt layer in this period gradually 

decreases to zero in from the downstream to the end of the salt tip (Fig. V-3(e)). 

 

Fig.  V-3 Distribution of the two velocity components and distribution of the 

salinity concentration. Streamvise velocity (u), vertical velocity (w), salinity 

concentration (s) in the 1.0 km longitudinal cross-section of the salt tip for the 

case in experiment 2(a) (Case 3) (the contraction case) at time (C1) and time (C2). 

The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating the 

domain into two zones, the left side of the figure is the freshwater zone, the other 

side is the saltwater zone. Time (C1) and (C2) are depicted in Fig. V-2(a) 

Fig. V-3 shows that the flow and salinity structures in the contraction in the 

uni-directional mode and the exchange flow mode are respectively similar to 

those in the bottom slope region or on the coastal region (Masunage et al., 2015). 

For the exchange mode, the internal bore along with the overturn occurs in the 
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gradual contraction (Fig. V-4), similar to the bottom slope case (Fig. IV-6(d) and 

(e)). The overturn develops from traveling of the salt layer in the downstream 

flow environment in the contraction or seems to show for a form of the hydraulic 

jump at the head of the density current (Fig. V-4), similar to the density current 

with supercritical head mentioned from previous researches (e.g., Benjamin, 

1968; Xu, 1991; Baines, 1995). In the contraction region, the overturn occurs 

when the two-layer flow exists and interacts with the freshwater flow. Around 

the salt tip, the size of the magnitudes of longitudinal and vertical velocities at 

the internal bore for both two cases are about |u| > 10 cm/s and |w| > 0.5 cm/s, 

similar to the size of the velocity observed in the internal bore on the mild slope 

(Fig. IV-8(a2) and (b2)). Comparing to the vertical velocity in the exchange flow 

mode (Fig. V-3(b)), the vertical flow is in the unidirectional mode in both cases 

are too small (|w| < 0.04 cm/s) (Fig. V-3(e)).  

 

Fig.  V-4 The structure of the salt tip with an overturn for the contraction case 

(case 3) at time (C1). Time (C1) is depicted in Fig. VI-2(a) 

Further, although both the geometry of bottom and the geometry of the plan 

view (contraction) can lead to the development of the overturn, their influences 

http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/jas/article/51/3/434/23226
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
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on flow are not the same.  For the same boundary conditions (
0η  = 0.5 m and 

u0 = 0.1 m/s),  the time for the exchange flow in the gradual bottom slope is 

much longer. For instance, the exchange flow in case 3 (the bottom slope case, 

3D) just occurs in the several hours during slack before flood (0.15 t/T) and slack 

before flood (0.06 t/T) (Fig. IV-7(a)) but the exchange flow in the gradual 

contraction may exist in whole flood period (0.52 t/T) (Fig. V-2(a)).  

5.4  The suspended sedimentary transport processes 

In order to carify the differences in the sedimentary processes between the 

two flow modes in case 4 (the contraction case), the distribution of the sediment 

concentration and the distribution of the sediment fluxes at two moments in case 

4 (time (C1) and (C2)) are investigated. The results of the sediment processes at 

two flow modes are presented in Fig. V-5. In which, the figure in the first column 

(Fig. V-5(a)) shows the result of the sediment for time (C1) (the exchange flow 

mode), and the figure in the second column  (Fig. V-5(b)) shows the result of 

the sediment for for time (C2) (the uni-directional flow mode). 

At time (C1) when the flow is in the exchange mode, the sediments from the 

bed around the salt tip (x =15.18 km) migrate significantly into the water column 

and entrance a lot at the interface of the two-layer flow (Fig. V-5(a)). At those 

moments when the high concentration is observed, the overturn is observed (Fig. 

V-4). The previous chapter found that the flows in the overturn causes the strong 

resuspension and play an important role in enhancing the bottom shear stress as 

well as the vertical advection and generating the strong mixing at the salt tip and 
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in the interface of the flow. Therefore, it can be concluded that the high sediment 

concentration in the water at time (C1) is driven by an overturn. 

 

Fig.  V-5 The suspended concentration (C) with the sediment flux vectors in a 

1.0 km longitudinal cross-section of the salt tip for case 4 (Contraction case). 

The small black dotted line is the contour of 0.005 psu salinity, separating 

domain into two zones, the left side is freshwater zone, the right size is saltwater 

zone. The small blue dotted line show the locations of the interfacial flow layers. 

Time (C1) and time (C2) are depicted in Fig. V-2(a). 

 

In contrast, the sediment at time (C2) is transported to the downstream and 

isn’t been highly resuspended into the water column (Fig. V-5(b)), compared to 

that in time (C1) (Fig. V-5(a)).  The results in the previous chapter (Fig. IV-9(a), 

(d), (g)) find that without the existence of the overturn, the sediments are 

significantly trapped by the stratification of the salt layer in the ebb and we 

observe similar process for time (C2). At time (C2), the concentration of the 

sediment from the salt tip to downstream is smaller than that in the fresh layer 

from the salt tip (Fig. V-5(b)) because the flow in the salt layer is in strong 

stratification in the ebb (Fig. IV-9(d)). The stratification work as a trap for the 
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resuspended sediment (Geyer, 1993). Therefore, in the uni-directional mode for 

ebb, the high concentrations of sediment are just observed only near the bottom 

because of trapping (Fig. V-5(b)). 

Therefore, in the uni-directional mode, the sedimentary process in the 

contraction (case 4) or in the bottom slope regions (case 3) are mostly similar 

(Fig. V-5(b); Fig. IV-9(g); Fig. IV-3(b)).  For the exchange mode, the vertical 

migration of the suspended sedimentary transport just is strong due to the 

overturnes. However, the overturn which drives the vertical mixing of the 

sediment just is generated in the geometry regions such as bottom slope or the 

contraction (Fig. V-5(a); Fig. IV-9(h)). For the estuary with the flat bottom and 

constant width, the overturn is not observed (Fig. V-3(a)). 

5.5 Discussion and summary 

The above results and comparisons shows that the gradual contraction may 

impact significant to the flow and density structure of the estuary. The exchange 

flows normally appear in the short time (> 0.03 t/T) for the constant width estuary 

(Fig. IV-5(e)), but that may appear in longer time during the flood (0.52 t/T) in 

the contraction region (Fig. V-2(a)). During the flood period, the salinity 

structure at the head of salt flow significantly varies due to the variations of the 

flows (Fig. V-3(c)). Therefore, the time for the existence of the exchange flow as 

the baroclinicity, which initiales the development of frontogenesis (density fronts) 

in the throat region of the constrictions in Hudson river (Geyer and Ralston, 

2015), seems to be strengthened because it exist in the upstream contraction of 

the width in the downstream constrictions.  

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
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Although the width of the estuary investigated in case 4 is contracted 

gradually, we found that the gradual contraction of the width significantly affects 

to the presence time for the exchange flow and the mixing process at the salt tip. 

In the gradual contraction, the upstream traveling of the salt tip front may lead 

to the development of the overturn (Fig. V-4) which is supposed to be important 

in inducing the significant vertical mixing (Masunaga et al., 2005). Therefore, 

under effect of the overturn, the size of mixing in the gradual contraction in the 

vertical direction is larger than that in the lateral direction. The lateral mixing is 

normally observed the rapid contraction (Hager, 1992; Chant and Wilson, 1997). 

ETMs are frequently observed in the contraction/expansion of estuary such 

as in the Columbia River (Jay & Musiak, 1994) and Delaware (Sommerfied & 

Wong, 2011), Hudson River estuary (e.g., Ralston et al., 2012; Burchard et al., 

2018; Geyer and Ralston, 2015) (Fig. I-13). Normally, the investigations for the 

development of the ETMs in the contraction/expansion mostly focus on two 

processes that are the tidal asymmetry and gravitation circulation (e.g., Burchard 

et al., 2018; Sommerfied & Wong, 2011; Jay & Musiak, 1994). However, the 

results from the sediment fluxes show that the vertical mixing driving by the 

overturn induce the vertical immigration of the sediment around the salt tip 

region (Fig. V-5-(a)). For the middle of the salt wedge regions such as around 

the frontogenesis in Hudson river (Geyer and Ralston, 2015), the suspended 

sediments from the bed may not migrate a lot to water column as in the salt tip 

region by cause of the presence of the strong stratification. However, the 

increasing the strength and duration of the exchange from the gradual contraction 

https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=vi&lr=&id=REvvCAAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP10&dq=Hager+(1992)+energy+dissipators+and+hydraulic+jump&ots=4El1UzYl9-&sig=jRpqxuhQoQPa_UKSh9n2SZhQKKk&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Hager%20(1992)%20energy%20dissipators%20and%20hydraulic%20jump&f=false
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/97JC00685
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2010JC006462
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2010JC006462
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2012JC008124
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-marine-010816-060535
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-marine-010816-060535
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-marine-010816-060535
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-marine-010816-060535
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2010JC006462
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JPO-D-14-0082.1
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may affect directly to the tidal asymmetry and gravitation circulation processes 

which drive the sedimentary processes in the estuaries. 

According to the results obtained, we illustrate the vertical mixing and 

sedimentary process in the contraction (for the same boundary condition with the 

case 3) in Fig. V-6. 

(a) During ebb, the salt front travels to the downstream in the same 

direction movement of the flows. Sediments seem to be strongly resuspended in 

the freshwater layer and is trapped by stratification in the saltwater layer.  

(b) From slack before flood to slack after flood (during flood), the density 

front of the salty water travel landward in the seaward flow of the freshwater. 

The salinity and flows structures at the salt tip show for the existence of the 

internal bore with an overturn. That overturn seems to induce the significant 

migration of the suspended sediment from the toe of the salt tip.  

 
Fig.  V-6 Schematic image of the variations of the salt head regime through 

the tidal cycle in the contraction case. (a) During ebb (uni-directional mode), (b) 

During flood (exchange flow mode). 

 

  

(a) During ebb (b) During flood
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CHAPTER SIX 

VI. THE MECHANISM OCCURRING THE OVERTURN AS THE 

TERMS OF THE HYDRAULIC JUMP IN THE SALT TIP UNDER 

THE GRAGUAL EFFECTS OF THE GEOMETRY 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous sections show that the mixing may be generated at the salt tip 

when the flow is stratified as the two-layer flow. Unlike the general two-layer 

system, the vertical mixing as overturning may occur at the salt tip without  the 

geometric critical point (dW/dx = 0 or dzb/dx = 0) (Armi and Farmer, 1986) or  

Armi, 1986)) or the steep bottom slope (Masunaga et al., 2015; Wang et al. 2008). 

The significant interaction between the saltwater flow and fresh water flow under 

the support of the geometry features such as the mild slope or even the gradual 

contraction of the width may lead to development of the strongly vertical mixing. 

The exchange flows without upstream depth, which are generated in during 

slacks, are essentially an arrested the density current. However, in order to the 

intense turbulence and turbulent mixing is generated, the density current should 

has a jump at the front of its head as Simpson, (1982) or Benjamin, (1968) 

mentioned. The hydraulic jumps developed from the interaction between river 

currents and tidal currents are frequently observed on the free surface of the river 

mouths rather than around the end of the salt wedge on the bottom (Simpson, 

1982; Nash and Moum, 2005).  However, the result from the previous sections 

for investigating the mild slope or in the contraction region show that the 

hydraulic jump seems to exist at the head of salt tip.  

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271732/1-s2.0-S0278434315X00173/1-s2.0-S027843431530073X/main.pdf?x-amz-security-token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEPX%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIF8w9S8f%2BwsWvG8N4BFjqv%2FyAKnWCAqVWKx%2FuSXUnZTJAiEA3y%2Beg0aDU7864MTJbb3XLx4fPYW%2BVgj6Dr7EHKUrKekq2gMIPRACGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDA3x9o9PZqSw%2FvHcyCq3AyPECX0tTq8yK8NQAooBJ7EBJYBITlxJkiFks8wuFZFJac7krieP3ku0L%2F5nUKjnPpTkzfDY5HBWSgNSczpWmNMjtq2b6XN%2Bmb9uPd2Zh5Xhc4u4fVwffKvvE9O8XA1oa%2Bdeehcz6xDcCUugDcp1qOKi%2BRI2jwzHk5moFrQ%2BIRSSymeYTza6Mr51xAw357VgaDw57dd9xAvxJ0xbhivWCUyRuvX%2B9oPQ%2BRLrnXc62FEJXrxNruuzEzYhmqUappXia1dSB8bMjHbnCS9SoWlbKHDIusqTacOYAfDlrq2zDsTUK268nPOqyLqVS83az%2BF7Zia0sYC1%2FjKG9czK8O8EEvpjdS2Y9IDqCN1YbHsoLQvmK4NG08Xgi1t3v%2Fi%2Fz9mFF388KklsxhzWlqAsaqik42W6qdsqKycngREjKnc0PRU7rSgNTlwb%2F9tCYwydIMyyEBCqHlRS%2FecE%2FtlUxYfD3aMIpydyuWVi5hobpYrUT95QAVTMyrJq8dlRWFwXOZgebA1Zne4yAkuVRfV%2BbhYc0zxhp5G%2BsCsJfWnutGo2qUee%2BtkqnWo4D4%2F0jiuix3bdgMfYC5rYz7Qw0IfR6AU6tAFU%2FDGb7Euj0Oe%2FnkCBLaFTRpJcd1tjaANkL8iHbqfMM%2BtwZ9bYkZScqQvnohlmqzh6FKKZfEiAJ%2F6UJ9LN9XEGv2hoSKZ7jvf8Ruqxv99G%2Ban42zF66p4Amr0eg51YTJO8pfmEpoPY%2FSoxZcH%2FmvLJxmUxHL%2BUJt8adCty940oouikoVZQIUUX1sA%2F3VDicsn9NJHp%2F9AMkrA9g8qvZyxAAJbcrqD4%2FmvgNo7BN3QJDDngSU4%3D&AWSAccessKeyId=ASIAQ3PHCVTY7UYDVGCK&Expires=1561613234&Signature=66F3BH%2Fh0DIs1O%2F5WuNCz1nJQKw%3D&hash=7e8f1be16f057879ea6d7f43ceff11dd6ec388f07fab912dffeeed4639859bb4&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S027843431530073X&tid=spdf-47a94036-6960-4b23-8cbb-8da17cfb2f7b&sid=1710a93c43be224ea74b3e5-4f39b303dcdagxrqa&type=client
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272771408002801
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Turbulent_mixing&action=edit&redlink=1
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.14.010182.001241?casa_token=CVgwhSuBOgQAAAAA:mAwwM2jgc9qdN6_V0uuD6prC2AQksUaHEfWdpqu2vK6Ra82YDBpPfNTNI57AB0bJFAj142R3Oenh
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Therefore, in order to find out the mechanism for the development of the 

overturn, we try to determine the presence of the jump at the salt tip. Both 

composite Froude number (G2) and Froude number method (Frf) are used in our 

investigation. Besides, the role of the geometric features as well as the fresh flow 

are clarified by investigating the variation of the momentum fluxes. In this 

chapter, we use the simulation results from the four studied cases for discussions. 

Characteristics and the results over the four study cases from previous chapters 

are shortly presented in the table 3. 

Table 3  The statistics table of the information about four study cases for 

investigate the development of the hydraulic jump used in chapter VI 

Name 

of 

study 

case 

Boundary 

condition 

for 

0η  

Boundary 

condition 

for u0 

Name of 

the 

experiment 

Model 

Results of 

the flow 

and 

salinity 

structure 

 

Results of 

sedimentary 

processes 

Case 

1 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Non-

geometry 

effect 

3D 

Overturn 

and 

internal 

bore are 

not 

observed 

Without 

significant 

vertical 

immigration 

of the 

sediment 

Case 

2 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Bottom 

slope 

effect, 2D 

model 

2D 
Vertical 

mixing 

driven by 

the 

overturn, 

and 

internal 

bore are 

observed 

 

Sediment is 

significantly 

resuspended 

by the 

overturn flow Case 

3 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

Bottom 

slope 

effect, 3D 

model 

3D 

Case 

4 
0.5 m 0.1 m/s 

The 

contraction 

of the 

width 

3D 
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Four cases in table 3 computes for the river currents (u0) with 0.1 m/s and 

the tidal wave with 0.5 m of the average amplitude ( 0η ). In fact, in the upstream 

of the Chesapeake Bay, the size of the river flows may vary from zero to 0.17 

m/s (Sanford et al., 2001) and the tidal amplitude varies between 0.25 m to nearly 

1.0 m (North et al., 2004). According to Ficher et al., (1979), the structure and 

movement of salt wedge is decided by interaction between tide flow and river 

flow. Studying about estuarine processes, North et al., (2004) show that river 

inflows affect not only for salt wedge upstream movement but also for sediment 

suspended processes.  

Therefore, we try to compute processes in the estuary for more several 

level of the tide and river inflow rate. Since the overturn may exist in the 

exchange flow and therefore, to determine the existence of the overturn for other 

flow condition cases, we investigate the time for the presence of the exchange 

flow at the salt tip and determine existence of the overturn in during this time. In 

the experiment 4, there are five levels of 
0η (0.25 m, 0.35 m, 0.5 m, 0.75 m, 1.0 

m) and five levels of u0  (0.05 m/s, 0.075 m/s, 0.1 m/s, 0.135 m/s, 0.17 m/s) are 

respectively investigated. There are totally thirty scienarios are simulated.  

Excepting the tidal amplitude and river current at the boundaries, the other 

parameters setup in the study cases in experiment 4 are similar that in the 

previous experiments (experiment 1-3) (section 3.1). The three types of the 

domains are used for simulations in experiment 4, that are the flat bottom-

constant width domain (Non-geometry group), the bottom slope domain (Bottom 

slope group) and the contraction of the width domain (Bottom slope group). The 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/BF02803567.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=8Q0BBQAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=mixing+in+inland+and+coastal+waters&ots=BR4CFA8Uv5&sig=JKF-ZOfKy-8PBpkI1WLddwAIgS0#v=onepage&q=mixing%20in%20inland%20and%20coastal%20waters&f=false
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2FBF02803567.pdf
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information about the tidal amplitudes and freshwater runoff in experiment 4 are 

listed in table 4. 

Table 4  The information about the thirty scenarios used for investigating the 

dependence of the presence time for the exchange flow on the tidal amplitudes 

and the river inflow rate (experiment 4). 

Name of group 

Number of the 

scienarios in 

each group 

For investigating 

the effect of the 

tidal amplitude 

(
0η ) 

For investigating 

the effect of the 

freshwater runoff 

(u0) 

Non-geometry 

group 
10 

u0   = 0.1 m/s 

0η  = 0.25 m, 0.35 

m,  

     0.5 m, 0.75 m, 

1.0 m 

 

u0=0.05 m/s, 0.075 

m/s, 0.1 m/s, 

0.135 m/s, 0.17 

m/s 

0η = 0.5 m 

Bottom slope 

group 
10 

Contraction 

group 
10 

  

6.2 The effects of the geometry on the flow around the salt tip 

6.2.1 The time for the existence of the exchange flow in the salt tip under the 

geometric features. 

The results in the previous sections provide that the overturn plays an 

important role in driving the mixing and the sedimentary processes around the 

salt tip. However, the overturns just seem to appear when the exchange flow 

exists for a long time enough. Fig. VI-1 shows that without the effects of the 

geometry (case 1), the exchange flow just exists in the short time in the slacks 

(t/T < 0.03). For the bottom slope case (case 3, 3D model), the exchange flow 
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may exist for 0.13 t/T during the slack before flood and for 0.06 t/T during the 

slack before ebb (Fig. VI-1). Similarly, in the contraction region (case 4), the 

exchange flow may remain from the slack before flood to slack before ebb for 

0.52 t/T (Fig. VI-1). Therefore, for a tidal cycle, the total time for the existence 

of the exchange flow in the non-geometry region is shortest, and is just about 20% 

of that in the bottom slope region and no more than 4 % than in the contraction 

region (Fig. VI-1). Besides, the overturns are not observed in the exchange flow 

mode for the non-geometry case (Fig. IV-2(a)-(b)) but are observed in the other 

cases (Fig. IV-8(a2)-(b2), Fig. V-4). Therefore, the overturn could not develop 

when the exchange flow in the very short time, and the time for existence of the 

exchange flow is enhanced under effects of the geometry. 

 

Fig.  VI-1 The summarize of the time for the existence of the exchange flow in 

the salt tip over a tidal cycle for three study cases (case 1, case 3 and case 4). 

6.2.2  The effects of the geometry on the momentum fluxes 

In order to explain why the time for exchange flow increases in the slope 

bottom or in the contraction region, we investigate and compare the variation of 

the energy of the water along the estuary over three cases: bottom slope (case 3, 

3D), the contraction (case 4) to case 1 (without the existence of the bottom slope 

and contraction). In which, we use the tidally averaged total momentum flux for 
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whole a cross section (MF1, MF2) to represent for the energy existing in fresh 

and salt layer shown by following equations: 

 
/2

1 1 1
/2

,
W

u p
y W

MF Mf Mf dy


  (Fresh layer)                      (6.1)                             

 
/2

2 2 2
/2

,
W

u p
y W

MF Mf Mf dy


    (Salt layer)                     (6.2)                                

where the bars in the formula indicates the tidally averaged of each value. 

The formula used to compute each component of the momentum flux are 

presented in equation (2.8) and (2.9), and the results of the MF for three study 

cases (case 1, case 3 and case 4) are respectively illustrated in three figures of 

Fig. VI-2.  

 

Fig.  VI-2 The variations of the tidally averaged of the momentum flux for fresh 

layer (MF1) and for salt layer (MF2) through whole lateral cross section in 70 km 

distance around salt tip for three study cases. The formula computed MF1 and 

MF2 are presented in equation (6.1) and (6.2). 

(b)

(c)

(a)

x (km)

MF1 MF2 MF1+ MF2

<Bottom slope (Case 3)>
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Fig. VI-2(a)-(c) shows that the momentum fluxes much vary in the slope 

region or the contraction region than those in the non-geometry case. Without 

the existence of the geometric feature (case 1), the MF1 and MF2 of each layer 

mostly be constant until the fresh layer meets the salt layer (Fig. VI-2(a)). For 

case 1, the total momentum flux (MF1+ MF2) of for whole domain is mostly 

constant at 0.52 x 106 kN/m2 for 70 km of the upstream. Hence, there is not much 

large the variation in the total momentum of the fluid without the effects of the 

geometry.  

In contrast, for bottom slope case (case 3), the momentum flux of the fresh 

layer (Mf1) is just at about 0.05 x 106 kN/m2 in the 10 km distance from the river 

boundary, but it increases over ten times in the bottom slope region (Fig. VI-

2(b)).   However, between x = 17 km and the end of the slope (x = 25 km), MF1 

gradually decrease due to the presence of the salt layer on the bottom.  The 

momentum flux of the salt layer is mostly constant 0.52 x 106 kN/m2 between 25 

km to downstream boundary, but from x = 25 km to the end of the salt wedge, 

the MF1 gradual decrease to zero. The total momentum flux for whole water 

column (MF1+ MF2) changes significantly in the distance from x = 10 km to x = 

25 km (Fig. VI-2(b)). Especially, the momentum flux of the fresh layer (before 

meets the salt layer) is significantly induced due to the slope.  

The two components of the momentum fluxes (MF1+ MF2) for case 4 

varies in similar trend to that of case 3 (Fig. VI-2(b) and (c)).  For case 4 (the 

contraction case), in the upstream of the contraction (0 < x ≤ 10 km), the Mf1 is 

mostly constant at 0.17 x 106 kN/m2
, and in downstream of the contraction from 

x = 25 to x = 70 km, Mf1 remains at 0.52 x 106 kN/m2. In two above regions, the 
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bottom is flat and the width is constant. Between x = 10 km to x = 25 km where 

the width is contracted, MF1 of case 4 varies from 0.17 x 106 kN/m2 to 0.52 x 106 

kN/m2 while Mf2 decrease from 0.52 x106 kN/m2 to zero (Fig. VI-1(c)). Therefore, 

the energy of the fresh layer (represented by the MF1+MF2) increase by 50% in 

the contraction region, compared with that at the river boundary (x = 0 km). 

Therefore, Fig. VI-2 show that the contraction or the slope causes the 

change of the energy in the channel. As a results, the energy of the fresh water is 

enhanced when the freshwater is transported to downslope or over the expansion 

region (the width is expanded seaward).  Besides, the energy of the salt water 

become weaker on the positive slope or in the contraction region. Hence, the 

time the fresh flow over the salt flow in the contraction/bottom region is longer, 

compared to the case without the effect of the geometry.  

6.2.3 The effects of the geometry on the flows, the friction and the existence 

of the overturn 

The presence time of the exchange flow in the mild bottom slope or the 

gradual contraction regions seem to be prolonged in the geometric region 

because the geometry makes the variations in flow. In generally, the variations 

of the flow under effects of the bottom slope are the contraction region are 

presented in the equations (1.1) – (1.4) (Chaudhry, 2008; Armi, 1986; Zhu and 

Lawrence, 2000).  In specific, for the bottom slope case with the constant with 

(Fig. I-3(a)), the equation for the salt layer (equations (1.2) and (1.4)) are 

rewritten as 

https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9780387301747
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2000)126:12(921)
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2000)126:12(921)
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                                 (6.4)                                                                                                 

and the equation for the salt layer (equations (1.2) and (1.4)) for the 

variation of the width with the flat bottom (Fig. I-3(b)) are rewritten as: 

2 1 2
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                   (6.5)                                                                  
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                   (6.6)                                                             

and after some rearrangement, the equation (6.4) and equation (6.6) become 

 2 ' 2
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     (for bottom slope)          (6.7)                                                
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(for variation of the width) 

(6.8)          

The equations (6.3)-(6.6) could not be solved directly to tell how much the 

velocity or the depth change due to the bottom slope or the contraction. However, 

these equations demonstrate that the velocity (u2) and the thickness of the salt 

layer (D2) should be changed due to the bottom slope/the contraction of the width 

and the friction. That’s why the flow and salinity structure (u, w) at each flow 

mode for the bottom slope and the contraction regions (Fig. IV-4; Fig. V-3) are 
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far different from those for the non-geometry regions (Fig. IV-1). Especially, 

among three kind of the estuary, the well mixing as the overturns are just 

observed for the contraction or the bottom slope (Fig. IV-8(a2)-(b2), Fig. V-4, Fig. 

V-2). 

Normally, the flow of the two-layer fluid is strongly mixed when the 

hydraulic jump occurs (G2 = 1) (Armi, 1986).  According to Armi, (1986), 

hydraulic jump may exist since the flow get the geometrical critical condition 

such as the dzb/dx = 0 or dW/dx = 0. For the mild slope or the gradual contraction 

as in experiment 2 and experiment 3 (Fig. III-1(b)-(d)), the dzb/dx and dW/dx 

could not be zero in order to the hydraulic jump occurs. However, the equations 

(6.7) and (6.8) show that another way for development of the hydraulic jump (G2 

= 1) is that 2D x   is infinity. The infinity of 2D x  may be observed at the 

overturn of the mild slope (Fig. IV-1(e)) or the overturn in the gradual contraction 

(Fig. V-1) and therefore, the overturns at the salt tip are the signal for the 

hydraulic jump.  

In order to the mass from salt flow is discharged into the fresh flow by an 

overturns, the freshwater flow and the salt flow should in the opposite direction. 

For this reason, the overturns are just observed in at near slacks (Fig. IV-8(a2)-

(b2) and Fig. IV-8(a5)-(b5)) on the mild slope or in the flood (Fig. V-3(a)-(b)) in 

the gradual contraction because at those instants, the flows are in the exchange 

mode. Further, the overturning flow could not occur near full ebb (Fig. IV-8(a1)-

(b1)) or full flood (Fig. IV-8(a4)-(b4)) because during those times, the flows at the 

salt tip are in uni-directional mode. 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/1F1332639E1B09678AC7BDAE102D3411/S0022112086002197a.pdf/hydraulics_of_two_flowing_layers_with_different_densities.pdf
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6.3 The process for the development of the hydraulic jump in the salt tip 

6.3.1 The convergence of the energy under effects of the geometry and the 

fresh water. 

Many works (e.g., Klymak et al., 2007; Masunaga et al., 2015, Lamb, 

1997) found that under the effects of the significant shear flow during the 

shoaling process of the density front or the front of tide, the energy is much 

converged in both mass and velocity at troughs of the fronts (Klymak et al., 2007; 

Masunaga et al., 2015). Therefore, in order to prove that the shear flow is able to 

make the similar process at the salt tip front during the propagating time of the 

exchange flow as the density current in the contraction/bottom regions, the 

pressure momentum flux (Mf2p) and kinetic momentum flux (Mf2u) around the 

salt layer over three study cases are compared. At each study cases, the both 

momentum flux for the exchange mode and uni-directional mode are 

respectively investigated. 

In which, for case 1 (non-geometry effect), we investigate the kinetic 

momentum flux for salt layer at three moments including: time (N1), time (N2) 

and (N3). At time (N1) (at the slack before flood), the flow is in the exchange 

flow mode (Fig. IV-1(e)) but the overturn is not observed (Fig. IV-2(a)-(b)). At 

the last two time instants (time (N2) and (N3)), the flow is in the uni-directional 

mode (Fig. IV-1(e)). For case 3 (bottom slope effect, 3D), we investigate 

momentum flux at three times that are: time (T2), time (T4) and time (T5). Among 

three moments, time (T2) is at the slack after flood and time (T5) is at the slack 

before flood, and the flows at both those moments are in the exchange flow mode 

(Fig. IV-7(a)). In contrast, time (T4) is at near full flood and at that time, the flow 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2007JPO3728.1
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=3CC717CF08E0B867FFE8B465B6F3C9C5FFB4347C298FA42F7E4B13B8B44CBFD695BFA4313919D3930B5D17B860F07DFA
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/97JC00441
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/97JC00441
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2007JPO3728.1
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S027843431530073X?token=3CC717CF08E0B867FFE8B465B6F3C9C5FFB4347C298FA42F7E4B13B8B44CBFD695BFA4313919D3930B5D17B860F07DFA
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is in the uni-directional mode (Fig. IV-7(a)). For last case (Width contraction 

effect, case 4), the Mf2 for the flows at the exchange flow mode and the uni-

directional mode are investigated at time (C1) and time (C1), respectively (Fig. 

V-2(a)). The variations of the pressure momentum fluxes (Mf2p) and the kinetic 

momentum fluxes (Mf2u) around the salt layer at eight time instances are shown 

in Fig. VI-3. Two components of the momentum fluxes are computed based on 

the equation (2.9) in section 2.1. 

For the non-geometry case, Fig. VI-3(a)-(b) shows that the Mf2p and Mf2u 

at time instants gradually decreases from the downstream (x = 20 km) to the end 

of the salt tip. The salt tip at time (N1) ends at x = 15.80 km and at time (N2), the 

salt tip ends at x = 15.85 km. The end of the salt tip at time (N3) is at 16.9 km. 

Especially, in 0.5 m distance from the salt tip, the Mf2p and Mf2u at time instants 

decrease without the existence of the any small bounce back. Then, it can be 

concluded that the momentum flux is not be accumulated at the salt tip at these 

time instants, and without the accumulation of the Mf, the increase in the 

thickness as well as the velocity are not observed at three time instants (Fig. VI-

2).  

For the bottom slope case (case 3), Fig. VI-3(b) and (c) shows that the both 

pressure momentum flux (Mf2p) and the kinetic momentum fluxes (Mf2u) for salt 

layer decrease in a distance from x = 20 km to upstream for all three moments. 

However, at near the end of the salt layer for each time, Mf2p has experienced a 

small bounce back before decrease to zero (Fig. VI-3(c)). At time (T2) and (T4), 

the bounce back of the Mf2p is observed in a small distance after x = 19.50 km 
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and x = 18.0 km, respectively, and the small bounce back of the Mf2p at time (T5) 

is observed in a short distance from x = 16.95 km (Fig. VI-3(c)).  

 

Fig.  VI-3 The variations of the pressure momentum flux and kinetic 

momentum flux for salt layer in a 4.0 km distance around salt tip over three study 

cases (case 1, case 3 and case 4). Two component of the momentum fluxes is 

computed based on the equation (2.9) in section 2.1. Time (N1), (N2) and (N3) 

are depicted in Fig. IV-1(e). Time (T2), (T4) and (T5) are depicted in Fig. IV-8(a). 

Time (C1) and (C2) are depicted in Fig. V-2(a).  
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Among three instants, the slight recovery of the Mf2p around the salt tip at 

time (T4) in Fig. VII-3(c) is not able to show for the accumulation of the energy 

because that increase of the Mf2p is not along with any the recovery of the Mf2u 

observed at that time (Fig. VI-3(d)). Fig. VI-3(d) shows that at time (T4), Mf2u 

significant decrease a distance from x = 18.2 km to x = 17.7 km. A small increase 

of the Mf2p observed around the salt tip at that time (time (T4)) in Fig. VI-3(c) 

seems to be from an increase in the thickness of the salt tip from previous period 

(from time (T1) to (T3)) (Fig. IV-8(c2), (c3) and (c4)).  

In contrast, the slight recovery of the Mf2p and Mf2u around the salt tip at 

time (T2) and (T5) in Fig. VII-3(c) and (d) show that in the time near the slacks, 

the energy is slightly accumulated. According to Friedrichs and Wright (1995) 

and Lamb (1997), the concentration of the energy in a small mass leads to rise 

of the height of the wave. Therefore, the rise of the salt tip thickness at time (T2) 

and (T5) (Fig. IV-8(c2) or (c5)) seems to result from the accumulation of pressure 

momentum flux (Fig. VI-3(c) and (d)). 

For case 4 (the contraction case), the accumulation of the energy in the 

exchange flow mode is observed at time (C1) (Fig. VI-3(e) and (f)). At time (C1), 

both Mf2p and Mf2u has experienced a small bounce back before decrease to zero 

(Fig. VI-3(e)-(f)). Therefore, similar to case 3, a small recovery of the Mf2p and 

Mf2u observed at that time (time (C1)) around x = km seems shows for the 

accumulations of the energy at the salt tip which induces for a rise in the 

thickness and the size of the streamwise flows at the salt tip shown in Fig. V-3(a), 

(c). In contrast, the accumulation of the Mf2p and Mf2u could not be observed at 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/027843439500035Y
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/97JC00441
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time (C2). At time (C2), from the x = 15.2 km to x = 15.9 km, the Mf2p and Mf2u 

gradually decrease to zero (Fig. VI-3(e)-(f)). 

Therefore, the accumulations of the energy are observed at the exchange 

flow mode. Without the existence of the exchange flow mode, the energy could 

not be accumulated in the salt tip. The accumulation of the energy at the salt tip 

seem to be significantly affected by the freshwater. Masunaga et al., (2017) and 

Wallace and Wilkinson, (1988) reported that the convergence of the horizontal 

flow or the strong mixing can be induced from the interaction between the run-

up bore or density front with the backflow from previous shoaling process. 

Although the salt tip doesn’t have the backflow from previous shoaling process 

but it has the seaward river flow.  

According to Gu & Lawrence, (2005), the friction between two-layer flow 

and the friction of the bottom are very important to the rate of the exchange flow 

(Gu & Lawrence, 2005). For the two-layer exchange without the upstream depth 

as the internal bore, Masunaga et al., (2017) noticed that the shear flow should 

exist long enough to the internal bore be generated. Among four time moments 

of the exchange flow mode presented in Fig. VI-3, the accumulation of Mf is not 

observed in the slack before flood for case 1 (time (N1)) (Fig. VI-3(a), (b)).  In 

case 1 (non-geometry effect), the time for the exchange mode is very short and 

even the shortest among three study case (Fig. VI-1). The exchange flow in case 

1 just exist in few minutes (t/T < 0.03) near slack before or after flood (Fig. VI-

1). In contrast, the exchange flows in the other study cases exists from 0.06 t/T 

to more than t/T = 0.52 for a tidal cycle (Fig. VI-1). 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0924796316301671?token=008792EB7044E6CC4A4657B964848D326A60E517055489645781E4D51CC11361E583B9879D9BA89A2588E0FEDE655C69
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/runup-of-internal-waves-on-a-gentle-slope-in-a-twolayered-system/8C388451A9A15AD35622669C51445EE3
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/analytical-solution-for-maximal-frictional-twolayer-exchange-flow/514F2F478163BF3986140763988A7F5A
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-fluid-mechanics/article/analytical-solution-for-maximal-frictional-twolayer-exchange-flow/514F2F478163BF3986140763988A7F5A
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2016GL067812
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6.3.2 The existence of the hydraulic jump at the front of the salt tip 

Since the energy is accumulated at the salt front, the density currents 

observed salt tip seems to be a special limiting form of the density current that is 

the density jump by the significant rise in the thickness of the salt tip and velocity. 

Benjamin, (1968) and Baines, (1995) supposed that the energy and mass of the 

lower layer with supercritical head is dissipated into the upper layer by a passing 

through a jump.  According to Lean & Whillock (1965), it is possible for the 

existence of the hydraulic jump at the density current head since the Froude 

number observed at the front of density current is larger than 1. Therefore, to 

determine the presence of the hydraulic jump at the front of the salt tip we 

investigate the energy state around the salt tip. 

6.3.2.1 The comparison between the composite Froude number and the front 

Froude number methods 

In order to prove that the transfer of the energy from the salt layer to the 

fresh layer at the internal bore is through a jump as Benjamin, (1968) mentioned, 

both the Froude number (Frf) (Equation (2.10)) and the composite Froude 

number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) (Equation (2.11)) are investigated. While the Frf is 

applied to quantify the state of internal bore front, the composite Froude number 

(G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) is applied quantify the state of the energy for two-layer flow in 

the region from the salt head to the downstream. In  our research, the elevation 

of the interface between the fresh layer and salt layer is determined in similar 

way to Geyer and Ralston (2015). In which, the interface of the two layers is the 

mid-point the locations between the averaged of the velocity and averaged of the 

http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/jpo/article/45/2/546/12381
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salinity. We investigate the state of the flow for four cases: case 1 (non-geometry 

effect, 3D model), case 2 (Bottom slope effects, 2D model), case 3 (Bottom slope 

effect, 3D model) and case 4 (the width contraction effect, 3D model). More 

information about the setup for four study cases is introduced in chapter II. 

Firstly, we quantify the composite Froude number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) for 2D 

model (case 2) in 1.0 km distance around the salt tip (just for regions from the 

end of the salt tip to downstream where two-layer flow exists) at three moments 

that are: time (S3), time (S5) and (S5). In which, at time (S3) (t/T = 2.53), the flows 

are in the slack before flood, and for the other times, the flows are in the uni-

directional mode for flood or for ebb (Fig. IV-4(e)). Among three time instants, 

the internal bore along with overturn just is observed in the exchange flow mode 

at time (S3) (Fig. IV-5(a3)-(c3)). The results of the composite Froude number (G2, 

Fr2
1, Fr2

2) in at three moments are presented respectively in Fig. VI-4. Further, 

we quantify the maximum of the three Froude number components related to the 

composite Froude number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) and the Froude number of the front 

(Frf) at the salt tip over 2.5 tidal cycles (1.5 ≤ t/T < 4.0). The results of the Froude 

numbers over 2.5 tidal cycles are presented respectively in Fig. VI-5. 

Fig. VI-4(a) shows that at t/T = 2.96 (time (S3)), the salt wedge is end at x 

= 20.13 km. Near the end of the salt tip the three components of the composite 

Froude number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) are far smaller than unity and therefore, meaning 

that the flow in the fresh layer and salt layer are in the subcritical state. In contrast, 

from the downstream near the end of the salt wedge at x = 19 km for time (S5) 

(in flood) and at x = 18.87 km for time (S7) (in ebb), both the internal Froude 

number for two layers (Fr2
1, Fr2

2) and composite Froude numer (G2) 
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significantly overcome the unity in 100 m distance near the end of salt tip (Fig. 

VI-4 (b)(c)). Therefore, by using the composite Froude number method, we can 

conclude that the flow are in the supper critical state for both two-layer flows 

around the salt tip at time (S5) and time (S7). 

 

Fig.  VI-4 The internal Froude number of the freshwater layer (Fr2
1) and 

saltwater layer (Fr2
2) and the composite Froude number (G2) in the 3.0 km 

section around the salt tip for case 1 (the bottom slope for 2D model). Time (S3), 

time (S5) and time (S7) are depicted in Fig. IV-4(e). 

Fig. VI-5(a) shows that the composite Froude number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) are 

bigger than unity in the time for the uni-directional flow mode and smaller than 

unity in the time for the exchange flow mode. Therefore, the composite Fource 
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numbers indicate the supper crtical state for flows in flood or ebb but indicate 

the subcritical state for flow during the slacks (Fig. VII-5(a)). However, since the 

overturn as well as internal bore from the accumulations of the momentum flux 

are just observed in the slacks (Fig. IV-5(a3)-(c3); Fig. IV-5(a6)-(c6)), the 

composite Froude number seems to not predict (in accuracy) the state of the flow 

for the salt tip region. At the salt tip region, the density difference between the 

saltwater layer and the freshwater layer are not large and then, the reduced 

gravitational acceleration ( 2 1'g g
 




  ) near the end of the ebb is mostly 

equal zero. As a result, the composite Froude numbers near the end of the salt tip 

suddenly increase in the flood or ebb as illustrated in Fig. VI-4 and Fig. VI-5(a). 

Therefore, the composite Froude number (G2, Fr2
1, Fr2

2) seem to be not suitable 

for qualifying the state of the flow for low stratification region such as salt tip 

although the density of salt tip is composed by two-layer flow.  

In contrast to composite Froude number, the results in Fig. VI. 5(b) shows 

that Frf may show obsoletely the difference in the state of the flow between the 

exchange flow mode and the uni-directional mode. For instance, Frf is mostly 

smaller or equal unity from 2.93 ≤ t/T < 3.35 and during that period, the flow is 

in the uni-directional mode. During the exchange mode for ebb of 2.87 ≤ t/T < 

2.93 or for flood of 3.35≤ t/T <3.41, the Frf is bigger than unity. Therefore, the 

variation of the Frf in the Fig. VI-5(b) is completely coincided with the time for 

the presence of internal bore and overturn at the salt tip as well as the hydraulic 

jump at the front of the density current in previous researches (e.g., Benjamin, 

1968 and Baines, 1995).  

 

http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
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Fig.  VI-5 The variations of the Froude numbers at the salt tip for 2.5 tidal 

cycles for case 2 (the bottom slope for 2D model).  (a) The maximum of the 

internal Froude number for the freshwater region (Fr2
1) and saltwater region 

(Fr2
2) and G2 around the salt tip. (b) The Froude number of the front (Frf). Time 

(S3), time (S5) and time (S7) are depicted in Fig. V-1(e). Yellow area show the 

exchange flow mode depicted in Fig. V-1(e). 

6.3.2.2 The hydraulic jump at the salt tip 

Further, we apply the front Froude number method (Frf), which already is 

applied to estimate the state of the front in Nash and Moum (2005) or Masunaga 

et al., (2015), to quantify the state of the energy at the salt front for three study 

cases simulating the processes in 3D model. Among three cases (case 1, case 3 

and case 4), the existence of the internal bores with overturns are observed in the 

last two cases (Fig. IV-8(a2)-(c2) and Fig. V-3(a)-(c)). In the first case (the non-

geometry case), the internal bore is not observed in even for the exchange mode 

(Fig. IV-2(a)-(c)). We use the Froude number of the front (Frf) to identify the 

existence of the hydraulic jump. The results of the Froude number of the front 

for three study cases are shown in Fig. VI-6.  
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Fig.  VI-6 The variations of the front Froude number (Frf) of the salt front over 

2.5 tidal cycles for three study cases: case 1 (non-bottom slope and con-

contraction), case 3 (bottom slope case, 3D), case 4 (contraction case, 3D) and 

Yellow area show the exchange mode. 

For the non-geometry case (case 1), Fig. VI-6(a) show that Frf is nearly 

equal unity over 1.5 tidal cycle. Evenly, during the slack before flood or during 

slack after flood, Frf is far smaller unity (Fig. VI-6(a)) and therefore the density 

current exists during that time seem to be a density current with the subcritical 

head (Fig. IV-2(a)-(c)). Without the existence of the hydraulic jump, the internal 

bore could not develop at the salt tip in case 1 (Fig. IV-2(c)).  
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For the bottom slope case (case 3), Fig. VI-6(b) shows that the flow at the 

front is in the supercritical state (Frf > 1) during the slack after ebb (2.87 < t/T ≤ 

3.0) and slack after flood (3.4 < t/T ≤ 3.46). For the uni-directional flow mode 

for ebb (2.5 < t/T ≤ 2.87) or flood (3.0 < t/T ≤ 3.4), the Frf number varies between 

zero to unity implying for the existence of the subcritical state. Similarly, the Frf 

for case 4 (the contraction case) fluctuates around the unity during the uni-

directional mode (3.28 < t/T ≤ 3.75) (Fig. VI-6(c)). In the exchange flow mode 

(2.76 < t/T ≤ 3.28), the Frf number is bigger than 1 (Fig. VI-6(c)). Therefore, 

since the Frf  > 1, the results in Fig. VI - 6(b) and (c) shows that the hydraulic 

jump may occur in the exchange flow mode on the mild bottom slope or in the 

gradual contraction. Therefore, during that time for presence of the hydraulic 

jump, the density currents exist with the supper critical head (Benjamin, 1968; 

Xu, 1991). For the supper critical head, the head of the density front exists as the 

breaking of the head wave (Benjamin, 1968).   

6.4 The existence of the overturns under the effects of the tide amplitude 

and the river discharge 

The presence time for the hydraulic jumps changes due to the tidal 

amplitude and the river inflow rate. The results in the experiment 4 shows that 

the presence time for the exchange flows in the geometric regions are much 

affected from the changes in size of the tidal amplitude ( 0η ) or the size of the 

river inflow rates change (u0). However, in the regions with flat bottom and 

constant width, when the variations in the tidal amplitude or the river inflow at 

the boundary conditions could not result in the rise in the presence time for the 

http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://journals.ametsoc.org/jas/article/51/3/434/23226
http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
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exchange flow. Fig. VI-7(a)-(b) show that in the non-geometric region, the 

exchange flow appears two times in the tidal cycles that are slack before flood 

(SBF) and after flood (SAF). Both the presence time for the exchange flow of 

slack before flood (tSBF) and of the slack after flood (tSAF) are very short (t/T 

≤0.03) and during that time, the overturns are not observed (Fig. VI-7(a)-(b)).  

 

Fig.  VI-7 The total presence time for the existence of the exchange flow in the 

each slack or in the flood (experiment 4). (a) For the case with the river boundary 

current u0 = 0.1 m/s. (b) For the case with the tidal boundary amplitude 0η  = 

0.5 m/s. Red circle show for the overturn doesn’t exist during this period. 

In contrast, Fig. VI-7(c)-(f) show that increased tidal amplitude or river 

flow rate resulted in the lesser time for the exchange flow for the geometric 

region. For the bottom slope, both tSBF and tSBF decreases due to increasing in the 
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0η (Fig. VI-7(c)). For the scenarios with the 0.25 m of 0η , tSBF or tSBF equals 

approximately 0.15 t/T but they are smaller than 0.05 t/T for the scenarios with 

1.0 m of 0η . Especially, for the scenario of 0.75 m 0η  and of 1.0 m 0η , 

the overturn is not observed during the slack after flood (Fig. VI-7(c)).  

For the effects of the river inflow rate, Fig. VI-7(d) show that the total time 

for the exchange flow in the slacks decreases between 0.27 t/T and 0.15 t/T due 

to the increase in the river inflow rate in the range from u0 = 0.05 m/s to u0 = 

0.17 m/s and the overturn are observed in the tidal cycle for whole five levels of 

the flow rate. The tSAF slightly increases but the tSBF decreases over five levels of 

the u0 (Fig. VI-7(d)). The overturn could not be observed for the scenarios of 

0.135 m of u0 and of 0.17 m of u0 since the time for the exchange flow is are very 

small (tSBF ≤ 0.05 t/T). 

Similar to the bottom slope region, the existence time of the exchange flow 

in the contraction decreases when the river inflow rate or the tidal amplitude at 

the boundary increases (Fig. VI-7(e), (f)). At the first three levels of 0η  ( 0η  

= 0.25 m; 0.35 m; 0.5 m), the exchange flow may exist during the flood (t/T ≤ 

0.52) (Fig. VI-7(e)). However, at two last levels of the z0 (z0 = 0.75 m; 1.0 m)), 

the exchange flow just exists during the slack before flood or after flood (Fig. 

VI-7(e)).   

For the scenarios with 0η  = 0.5 m, the increase in the river inflow rate 

results in the decreasing in the time for the exchange flow (Fig. VI-7(f)). Fig. VI-

7(f) shows that, the exchange flow mode may exist up to 0.64 t/T for the 

scenarios with u0 = 0.05 m/s, but, the time for existence of the exchange flow for 
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the scenarios with this river flow rate is about 0.27 t/T. The decrease of the 

presence time for exchange increase doesn’t affect to the existence of the 

overturn since the overturns at each the scenarios still observed (Fig. VI-7(f)). 

Therefore, with any tidal amplitude or the river inflow rate, the overturn 

as terms of the hydraulic jump could not be observed in the no-geometry (Fig. 

VI-7(a)(b)). In the bottom slope or the contraction region, the overturns may 

appear and exist for a long time for the weak tidal amplitude (Fig. VI-7(c)(e)). 

River flow affect directly to the time for presence of the overturn, when overturns 

seem to be exist longer for the small river flow magnitude than for the large river 

flow magnitude (Fig. VI-7(d)(f)). 

6.5 Summary 

Therefore, the hydraulic jumps occur not only around the narrowest region 

of the constrictions or at the crest of the sills (Armi and Farmer, 1986), but also 

occur on the mild slope or the gradual contraction. The gradual slope or the 

gradual variation of the width may induce the increase in the momentum flux for 

the freshwater layer and reduce in the momentum flux for the saltwater layer. As 

a results, the ability of the fresh to interfere with the upstream movement of the 

flood flow is enhanced. For detail, under effect of the river flow and the support 

of the geometry features, the time for the existence of the shear flow at the salt 

tip becomes longer.  

Similar to the observation of the previous works for the shoaling process 

of the density front on the large slope (e.g., Lamb, 1997, Masunaga et al., 2017; 

Klymak et al., 2007), the upstream propagation for the shear flow at the salt tip 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/2B13D092EC8B19CD4EDDCE6730B98961/S0022112086002458a.pdf/maximal_twolayer_exchange_through_a_contraction_with_barotropic_net_flow.pdf
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/97JC00441
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2016GL067812
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2007JPO3728.1
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may lead to the convergence of the energy at the front of the salt tip in the mass 

and the velocity. As a result, the thickness of the salt tip increase and the form of 

the salt tip is similar to the form internal bore observed on the coastal region 

(Masunaga et al., 2015). Besides, since the energy is converged as the velocity 

for a long time enough, the state of the energy may change to the supper critical 

state (Frf >1) and then the energy is dissipated. The dissipation of the energy 

from the salt water to the fresh water at the salt tip lead to the generation of the 

vertical mixing as the overturn, similar to the mixing as the overturn form 

observed on the coastal region (Masunaga et al., 2015). The effects of the 

freshwater flow and the geometry as well the processes for the development of 

hydraulic jump are summarized in Fig. VI-8.  
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Fig.  VI-8 The sketch of effects of the contraction and bottom slope as well as 

the process for development of the overturn as a hydraulic jump in translation. 

Further, the impacts of the overturn as a hydraulic jump in the mixing and 

stratification and the sedimentary process at the salt tip are partly similar to the 

impacts of tidal straining which normally observed in many partially mixed 

zones. According to Simpson et al. (1990), the stratified process in partially 

mixed zones may be driven by the vertically shear flow along with the 

longitudinal salinity gradient and that process is called the strain-induced 

periodic stratification (SIPS). However, while tidal straining and stratification 

limits mixing during ebb and reduces the stratification in flood (Geyer et al., 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/1520-0485%282000%29030%3C2035%3ATDOAPM%3E2.0.CO%3B2
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2000; Rippeth et al., 2001; Burchard & Hofmeister, 2009), the overturn from the 

hydraulic jump observed at the salt tip raises mixing during the slack before flood 

or slack before ebb. Besides, similar to the tidal straining, the mixing in those 

periods may promotes the resuspension of the sediment. As the results, the 

sediment is significantly resuspended (Monismith et al. 1996; Nunes et al. 1989). 

  

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/1520-0485%282000%29030%3C2035%3ATDOAPM%3E2.0.CO%3B2
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/1520-0485%282001%29031%3C2458%3ATCOTDI%3E2.0.CO%3B2
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0272771407004945?token=84631B787551BB4076E673ABBA177FD10FEFD5E0210C2177F0D9DB1ECA892EF35168109E37088DFB00342FFC85DD2B60
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.386.2562&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/JC092iC05p05465@10.1002/(ISSN)2169-9291.MSTRATF1
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

VII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Summary 

The thesis clarified the stratification and the sedimentary processes in the 

salt tip region under the effects of the two geometry features. One is the mild 

bottom slope, and the other is the gradual contraction of the width. The present 

study applies both 2D and 3D numerical models to simulate the hydrodynamic 

and the sediment transport. In first numerical experiment, the mild slope was set 

up as like as in the upstream Chesapeake Bay where the bottom elevation 

increases by 10 m in a 10 km distance (Sanford et al., 2001). In the last 

experiment, the bottom is set up as the lateral contraction instead of the vertical 

contraction as the mild bottom slope case. From the results of the two 

experiments, the main finding that is the overturns as the hydraulic jump may 

develop in the mild slope or the gradual contraction regions and theses processes 

generate the mixing and reduce the stratification at the salt tip. Results in 

more detail are as follows: 

1. We found that the overturn may appear in the slack before flood (2.87 < t/T 

≤ 3.0) or after flood (3.4 < t/T ≤ 3.46) (3D model) in the mild slope region. 

Similar to the flows in the upstream Chesapeake Bay where the salt tip is 

observed on the bottom slope (Sanford et al., 2001; North-Houde, 2001), the 

flows during the slacks are in the exchange mode as the form of the density 

currents with overturn at the head. In both 2D and 3D model, the overturn 

appears with accompanying by the increase in the thickness of the salt head 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.2307/1352874.pdf
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as the internal bore, similar to the internal bores observed on the coastal 

regions (Masunaga et al., 2015). The maximum thickness of the internal bores 

observed in 2D model is about 5.0 m and in 3D mode is about 4.0 m. In 

contrast to Sanford et al., (2001), we found that the overturn generates the 

mixing and reduces the stratification of the flow at the salt tip where the flows 

are normally in the strong stratification (Geyer, 1993). During the presence 

time of the overturn, the flows at the internal bore and the interface of the 

flow are well mixed (Ri < 0.25) and the energy are highly dissipated (ε > 10-

6.0). 

2. Not only in the mild bottom slope region, we found that the overturn may 

appear in but also the region where the width is gradually contracted. For 

similar setup to the mild bottom slope case, the overturn observed in the 

gradual contraction region may exist during flood (2.76 < t/T ≤ 3.28). During 

the flood, the streamwise currents and the vertical currents at the overturn 

may reach 10 cm/s and 0.5 cm/s, respectively.  

3. Under effects of the vertical mixing, the sediment from the bottom is highly 

resuspended. We found that sediment is strongly resuspended by the 

overturns in both the gradual contraction and the mild slope regions. When 

the overturn exists, the sedimentary process at the salt tip is mostly driven by 

the size of the vertical mixing instead of driven by the tidal pumping or the 

estuarine circulation as the observations of the previous works (Jay & Musiak, 

1994; Geyer, 2001; North & House, 2001). During the slack before flood, the 

sediment concentration has the good correlation with the vertical turbulent 

diffusive flux (R2 = 0.70) and the less correlation with the total sediment flux 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S027843431530073X
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/94JC00971
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/94JC00971
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2307/1352875
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(R2 = 0.058).  

4. We found that under effects of the river flow and the mild bottom slope or 

the gradual contraction of the width, the two-layer flows at the salt tip exist 

as the density currents with the hydraulic jump at the head, similar to the 

density currents observed in previous researches (e.g., Benjamin, 1968; 

Baines, 1995). The effects of the above geometric features and the 

development of the hydraulic jump are as follow: 

(i) In the contraction of the width or the bottom slope, the size of the fresh 

flow and the salt flow should be changed. Especially, the river flow seems 

to be strengthen by the increase in the momentum flux. River flow and the 

bottom slope or the contraction induce the friction at the interface of the 

flow and the presence time of two-layer flow as the density current at the 

salt tip. The presence time of the density currents for a tidal cycle in the 

mild slope or the gradual contraction are at least six times larger than that 

in the non-geometry effects.  

(ii) The results observation of the momentum fluxes at salt layer for the 

pressure components (Mf2p) and the kinetic components (Mf2u) show that 

the energy is converged in mass and velocity at head of the salinity flow 

during the propagating time of the salt flow in the sheared environmental 

fresh flow. From the convergence of the energy, the state flow at the front 

of the head of the density current turn to supper critical (Frf >1) and then 

the energy from the lower layer (salt water layer) be dissipated to the upper 

layer (freshwater layer) as a hydraulic jump. The internal bore along with 

the intensive mixing are therefore generated. 

http://weather.ou.edu/~hblue/metr6223/Benjamin.68.pdf
https://books.google.co.kr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=c2S521eFf24C&oi=fnd&pg=PR15&dq=topography+effects+in+stratified+flow&ots=Rx1l5qm5ow&sig=rtzCC48CwsztQw0O-EXfmWWx1qQ&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=topography%20effects%20in%20stratified%20flow&f=false
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7.2 Recommendations 

The present research applied the modelling method to study the 

hydrodynamic and sedimentary processes of the estuary in the ideal conditions. 

Studying for the ideal conditions will eliminate the confounding effects and 

make the obtained conclusions very clear to be observed, but this method leads 

results may be out of reality. In fact, beside the geometric features, the 

development of the density front and the vertical mixing are affected by other 

processes such as the wind, the cohesion of the sediment or the complex change 

in the bottom roughness, etc. Therefore, we recommend further study include the 

above effects in the research. 
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ABSTRACT IN KOREAN 

 

다양한 하구 지형 영향에 따른 salt tip 에서의 

역전과 혼합에 대한 연구 

 

유사를 포함한 밀도류는 염수쐐기 끝단에서 하상 경사와 

하폭이 심하게 변하는 등 지형이 급격하게 변화하는 곳 인근에서 

자주 관찰된다. 그러나 지금까지 이러한 지형변화에 의해서 유사를 

포함한 퇴적물의 거동에 대한 연구가 많이 수행되지 않았다.  반면에 

급격하게 경사가 변하는 해안지역에서는 내부파 혹은 내부 조석이 

처오름 현상에 의해서 밀도의 위아래가 부분적으로 뒤집히는 현상을 

만들고 이것이 유사의 수직 혼합과 재부유를 야기시키는 것을 

발견하였다. 특히 Masunaga et al. (2015)가연안에서 관측한 내부파에 

의한 지연현상은 밀도, 흐름을 함께 비교한 Froude 수의 결과로 볼 

때 밀도류의 수력도약으로 볼 수 있다. 따라서 본 연구의 주요 

목표는 하구 연구에 있어 지형적 효과에 대해 이해하고, 특히 

흐름에서 도수발생으로 인하 역전현상이 진행되는 과정에 대해 

이해하고자 한다. 이에 대해서 바닥 경사가 완만하게 하상 경사가 

변하는지형과 폭이 점진적으로 수축하는 두 가지 지형에 대해서 

연구를 수행하였다. 
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   본 연구는 전술한 대로 유사이동의 수송과정 이전에 먼저 

염수와 담수의 혼합 이송과정에 대해서 수치적 실험을 수행하였다. 

도출 된 결과는 성층과 유사 이동의 과정을 좀 더 상세하게 

파악하기 위해서 Richardson 수, 난류 소산율등을  이용하였다. 또한 

모멘텀 해석법과 Froude 수를 이용하여 지형적 변화가 도수 발생에 

미치는 영향을 좀 더 상세하게 파악하고자 하였다. 

    결론적으로 완만한 경사가 있는 경우에도 충분히 염수 

쐐기의 전단부에서 밀도역전현상이 발생할 수 있고, 지형이 수축되는 

경우에도 상당히 오래 유지되는 것을 알 수 있었다. 이로 인해서 이 

위치에서는 강한 수직혼합이 발생하며 유사도 재부유가 크게 

발생하게 된다. 이것은 역학적으로 볼 때는 내부 수력 도약 혹은 

도수로 인해 역전현상과 강한 전단을 갖는 밀도류가 발생하게 되는 

것을 알 수 있었다. 

키워드: 염수쐐기, 완만한 경사, 하폭 축소, 내부 수력도약, 도수, 

성층과 혼합 
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